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Abstract 

Worldwide, 170 million people are chronically infected with hepatitis C 

virus (HCV). HCV is a major cause of potentially life-threatening liver diseases such 

as fibrosis, cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma. The development of 

prophylactic vaccines for the prevention of HCV infections has been challenging. In 

recent years, a number of highly potent drugs have been developed to treat HCV 

infections. Direct acting antivirals (DAAs) used in combination with IFN and/or 

ribavirin are either protease inhibitors such as telaprevir, boceprevir or simeprevir 

(available as Incivek, Victrelis and Olysio respectively) or a nucleotide NS5B 

polymerase inhibitor sofosbuvir (available as Sovaldi®). Recently, the Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) has approved the combination, sofosbuvir with the 

NS5A inhibitor ledipasvir (Harvoni®), to treat patients infected with HCV. The 

treatment response of various drugs, however, is found to closely correlate with 

different HCV genotypes. This variation in treatments responses prompted the 

current study. The current study was carried out in order to compare the anti-HCV 

activity of various classes of HCV inhibitors (both DAA and non-

DAA/immunomodulators) against HCV genotypes 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a (using the 

respective subgenomic replicons) in vitro cell culture system. Both FDA approved 

reference compounds along with those undergoing the clinical trials either for the 

treatment of HCV infections or host-targetting immunomodulators such as the 

cholesterol lowering statins) reported to have anti-HCV activity were included in the 

study. Besides reference compounds, six novel synthetic compounds were also 

evaluated for their anti-HCV activity against four different HCV subgenomic 

replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a (using the respective subgenomic replicons).  

For most genotypes similar antiviral activities were obtained for the selected 

panel of antiviral agents. Among the reference pannel, boceprevir (NS3 inhibitor), 

clemizole (NS4B inhibitor), sofobuvir, JT16 (NS5B inhibitors), alisporivir and AL-

9 (HTAs) were almost equipotent against all the HCV replicons used in the study. 

Drugs also known to have immunomodulatory effect and to treat other etiologies 

(such as fluvustatin and nitazoxanide) and food additives (eg. EGCG) proved much 

less active (sometimes inactive) compared to the DAA and HTA (host targeting 

antivirals). Among the novel HCV inhibitors, RSHCNS5B_0058 and 

RSHCNS5B_0066 exhibited panogenotypic anti-HCV activity against the 
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genotypes used in the study. Furthermore, inhibitor RSHCNS5B_0003 was 

equipotent against 1a, 1b and 4a whearase antiviral activity could not be dectect 

against 2a.  

The NS4B of HCV is a multifunctional protein and is an iducer of 

membraneous web which serves as a platform for HCV replication. In the present 

study, two NS4B inhibitors clemizole and anguizole were assessed for their anti-

HCV activities. Clemizole was active at high concentration wherase anguizole 

proved to be inactive against HCV 2a replicon. In order to design the NS4B 

inhibitors in future with pan-genotypic potential, an in silico study was also planned 

to generate global consensus sequence of 701 HCV NS4B protein sequences 

reported from different regions of world. In future, this would be very helpful to 

design novel pangenotypic NS4B inhibitors using global consensus sequence as a 

representative of all HCV genotypes. 

During global consensus of NS4B, the C-terminal domain (CTD) of NS4B 

was found to be relatively more conserved. Aromatic residues of N-terminal domain 

F49, W50, W55, F57, and Y63, hydrophobic leucine residues L237, L240, L245 and 

positively charged R248 and H250 of CTD, which are involved in the membrane 

interaction of NS4B were highly conserved among all HCV genotypes. Dimerization 

motif of transmembrane domain 3 (TMD3) (G143YGAG147) was also highly 

conserved among all HCV genotypes. The surrounding phenylalanine residues F118 

& F155 of dimerization motifs and residues T87, S88 and T95 of TMD1 Ser/Thr 

cluster which are involved in the hydrogen (H) bond interactions were well 

conserved as well. One of the two palmitoylation sites (C257 and C261), C257 was 

highly variable. Interestingly, the NS4B sequences of 3a Pakistani isolates did not 

cluster together in phylogenetic tree due to high degree of variability among them. 

From the highly conserved region of the NS4B, five peptides were developed that 

could serve as peptide vaccines in future.  

 In conclusion, the drugs (cholesterol, nitazoxanide and tizoxanide) 

used for other indications and plant extracts (silymarin, silibinin and EGCG) proved 

to have very limited antiviral activity and for some even non-existing as compared 

to the DAAs and known HTAs (alisporivir and AL-9). Furthermore, global 

consensus sequence of HCV NS4B and five short peptides were developed that 

could be used in future for the development of NS4B inhbitors and peptides vaccines 

repectively.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) primarily infects liver and is responsible for the life 

threatning hepatitis C disease (Ryan, 2004). Globally, more than 170 million are are 

suffering from HCV infection (Lavanchy et al., 2011). According to recent World 

Health Organization (WHO) report, hepatitis C is responsible for the death of 0.35-

0.50 million HCV patients per year. Approximately, 60-80% HCV infections in 

adults convert to chronic form associated wih liver firbrosis, cirrhosis and 

hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (Saeed et al., 2012). 

Hepatitis is predominantly spread by blood to blood contact (Alter, 2007) 

and the main sources of transmission are blood contaminated needles, surgical 

instrument and blood transfusion. Sexual transmission of HCV is controversial 

(Tohme and Holmberg, 2010) while less than 10% of mother transmit HCV infection 

to newborns through vertical transmission (Lam et al., 2010). On the basis of genetic 

diversity, HCV is classified in to seven genotypes and more than 100 subtypes 

(Drummer, 2014). The sequence variability between the genotypes is 33% and and 

between the subtypes is 20% (Drummer, 2014). The distribution of HCV genotypes 

is different with genotype 1, 2 and 3 have world wide distribution (Izquierdo et al., 

2014).  

The HCV is a single member of genus Hepacivirus of family Flaviviridae. 

It is an enveloped virus with positive sense single-stranded RNA genome. The RNA 

is translated in to a single polyprotein which is co-translationally and post-

translationally cleaved by viral and host proteases in to ten indviduals proteins. The 

HCV RNA lack 5’cap and the translation is mediated by internal ribosome entry site 

(IRES) of 5’UTR (Wang et al., 1995). The 3’UTR of HCV has been shown to have 

stimulatory effect on the IRES-mediated translation (Song et al., 2006) and interact 

with retinoic-acid-inducible gene-I (RIG-I) of innate immunity (Saito et al., 2008).  

The 3010 amino acids long polyprotein formed by the HCV RNA is cleaved in 

to two structural proteins (E1, E2 and core), an an ion channel protein (p7) and six 

non-structural proteins (NS2-NS5B). The E1 and E2 are glycoproteins that form the 

outer projections of HCV praticles (Kaito et al., 2006). The E2 binds to entry 

receptors CD81 and occuldin which lead viral entry of HCV in to host cells (Ploss 

et al., 2009). Core which constitutes the capsid of virion is also involved in other 
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functions such as regulation of Ca++  and apoptotic signal, recruitment of NS proteins 

to lipid droplet, contributing in liver steatosis and increase in oxidative stress 

(Miyanari et al., 2007; Sharma, 2010). The NS2 of HCV is a transmembrane protein 

which posses C-terminal cysteine protease activity and N-terminus serine protease 

domain in association with NS3. NS2 is belived to contribute in the liver steatosis 

and viral assembly (Yi et al., 2009). The non-structural 3 (NS3) contains three 

enzymatic activities; serine protease, an RNA helicase and NTPase. Serine protease 

activity is responsible for the proteolytic cleavage of NS3/NS4A, NS4A/NS4B, 

NS4B/NS5A and NS5A/NS5B junctions. The NS3 has been shown to disrupt RIG-

I (Kawai et al., 2005) and TLR-3 (Li et al., 2005) mediated innate immune response. 

The NS4A is transmembrane protein and works as cofactor for NS3. It also regulates 

the phosphorylation of NS5A (Koch and Bartenschlager, 1999; Lindenbach et al., 

2007) and is presumed to involve in mitochondrial-mediated apoptosis because it 

associates with mitochondrial membrane (Selimovic and Hassan, 2008). The NS4B 

of HCV is a relatively poorly characterized 27-kDa hydrophobic protein (Hugle et 

al., 2001; Moradpour et al., 2007). The NS4B induces the membranous web, a 

platform for viral replication webs (Egger et al., 2002; Konan et al., 2003). The 

NS5A of HCV exists in two forms in cells; phosphorylated (56-KDa) and hyper-

phosphorylated (58-KDa). The NS5A blocks PKR-mediated antiviral pathway and 

suppresses production of IFN-gamma (Kanda et al., 2009). The NS5B is RNA-

dependent RNA-polymerase which replicates HCV genome by synthesizing 

negative-strand intermediate from positive-strand RNA. The NS5B is capable of 

intiating RNA replication either by de novo (Zhong et al., 2000; Ranjith-Kumar et 

al., 2002) or by primer dependent initiation (Shim et al., 2002). 

The life cycle of HCV involves different steps. Viral entry in to host cells is first 

step of HCV life cycle. Initially the HCV attaches to the cell surface molecules such 

as glycosaminoglycans (Barth et al., 2003; Koutsoudakis et al., 2006) and low 

density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) (Agnello et al., 1999; Monazahian et al., 1999; 

Wunschmann et al., 2000; Molina et al., 2007) followed by recognition of and 

binding to virus-specific receptors, scavenger receptor class B type (SR-BI), 

claudin-1 (CLDN), occluding (OCLN) and CD81 (Ploss et al., 2009). After receptor 

binding, the virus endocytosed followed by pH-dependent fusion of membrane and 

release of viral genome in host cell cytoplasm (Moradpour et al., 2007). To intiate 

the transaltion of HCV RNA, 40S subunit of ribosome and eLF3 bind to IRES. As 
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result of translation, a single polypeptide is synthesized which is chopped by cellular 

and viral proteases in to ten different proteins.  

 Like other related viruses, HCV replicates in the rearranged membranous 

structures (Ahlquist et al., 2003). The specialized structures are termed as 

membranous webs induced mainly by the NS4B (Egger et al., 2002; Gretton et al., 

2005). Endoplasmic reticulum membrane forms the membranous web 

(Bartenschlager et al., 2004). The exact mechanism of HCV is yet to be fully 

explored. However, like other positive-sense RNA viruses HCV replicates semi-

conservatively and asymmetrically. It is a two steps process and is catalyzed by HCV 

encoded NS5B RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. In the first step, minus-sense 

RNA is synthesized from the positive-sense RNA. During the second step of HCV 

replication, positive-sense genomic RNA is synthesized from the negative-sense 

RNA. The positive-sense RNA thus produced, is translated into polyprotein, or 

serves as replicative intermediate or packages into new viral particle (Bartenschlager 

et al., 2004). The mechanism of viral assembly and release is poorly understood 

because there is no proper model available to study. The process of capsid formation 

seems to be initiated by binding of core proteins to genomic RNA (Shimoike et al., 

1999; Tanaka et al., 2000). A number of studies show that virus takes envelop from 

the endoplasmic reticulum (Vauloup-Fellous et al., 2006; Blanchard et al., 2003; 

Mizuno et al., 1995; Dash et al., 1997) because the E1 and E2 are found to anchor 

in the ER membrane presuming that virus assembly takes place in the ER. Little is 

known about how the mature virion exits the infected cell and enters to the 

surrounding spaces. However, secretory pathway is believed to plays a key role in 

the transportation of mature virus particle out of cell.   

 Prior to the aprrovel of direct acting antivirals, combination therapy of interferon 

α (IFN α) and ribarvirin was the sole option to treat the HCV infections. The 

response towards interferon/ribavirin treatment was genotype-dependent with 80% 

success rate in patients infected with HCV genotype 2 and 3 and for Genotype 1 

patients the response is less than 50% (Pawlotsky et al., 2007). However, the 

response boosted upto 70-90% after the recommendation of either protease inhibitor 

Telaprevir (Incivek) or Boceprevir (Victrelis) in combination with IFN α plus 

ribavirin for genotype 1 infection (Poordad et al., 2011; Jacobson et al., 2011). 

Recently, the food and drug administration (FDA) has approved a third protease 

inhibitor; simeprevir (available as Olysio) and first nucleoside analogue inhibitor of 
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NS5B; Sofobuvir (Sovaldi®). Direct acting antivirals (DAAs) that are still used in 

combination with IFN and/or ribavirin are either protease inhibitors such as 

telaprevir, boceprevir or simeprevir (available as Incivek, Victrelis and Olysio 

respectively) or a nucleotide NS5B polymerase inhibitor sofosbuvir (available as 

Sovaldi®) (Petta and Craxì 2015). However recently, the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) has approved the combination, sofosbuvir with the NS5A 

inhibitor ledipasvir (this combination is available under the name Harvoni®), to treat 

patients infected with HCV (Petta and Craxì 2015). Numerous anti-HCV drugs are 

in various phases of development and mejority of them are in advance phases of 

clinical development. Some of them are discussed down here.  

 Asunaprevir a protease inhibitor of HCV (Reviriego, 2012) developed by 

Bristol-Myers Squibb is in phase III clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov). Efficacy of 

asunaprevir has been assessed in combination with NS5A inhibitor daclatasvir in 

various clinical trails. Dual therapy of asunaprevir and daclatasvir proved to enhance 

SVR in non-responder genotype 1 patients (Chayama et al., 2011). Dual therapy of 

asunaprevir and daclatasvir has also been shown to improve the antiviral activity of 

interferon in patients infected with HCV genotype 1 who were found non-responder 

in past to pegylated interferon α plus ribavirin (Lok et al., 2012). Anguizole and 

Clemizole hydrochloride are potential inhibitors of HCV NS4B (Einav et al., 2008; 

Bryson et al., 2010; Choi et al., 2013). In vitro study reveals that anguizole possesses 

antiviral activity against 1b but is inactive against 2a (Bryson et al., 2010; Choi et 

al., 2013). Clemizole hydrochloride exerts synergistic effect in combination with 

telaprevir and boceprevir and also diminishes the probability of resistance 

development to either (Einav et al., 2010). Administraion Clemizole with interferon 

plus ribavirin has been reported to achieve better therapeutic results in HCV patients 

than interferon plus ribavirin (Coong et al., 2010).  An NS5A inhibitor daclatasvir 

(available as Daclinza) has been sanctiond by European Commission in August 2014 

for the treatment of HCV infections in Europe. In various clinical studies, the 

antiviral effect of daclatasvir has been anlalyzed in combination with asunaprevir 

and IFN/ribavirin and was found highly potent in HCV genotype 1 and 4 patients 

(Hezode, et al., 2011). Daclatasvir and asunaprevir in combination with IFN/ribavirin 

have also been shown to enhance SVR  IL28’CC’ deficient HCV patients (Alcorn 

2012). Benzimidazole inhibitor JT-16 binds to the allosteric site A/thumb 1 of HCV 

NS5B and inhibits the NS5B polymerase in non-competitive manner. A site 
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B/thumb B binder thiopene carboxylic acid (TCA) developed Shire Biochem Inc 

possesses anti-HCV activity (Love et al., 2003). A compound known as 

setrobuvir/ANA598 was found in GlaxoSmithKline compound’s library with 

binding affinity for site C/palm I allosteric domain of NS5B (Dhanak et al., 2002). 

In vivo, monotherapy of setrobuvir proved to be more effective than IFN plus 

ribavirin (Lawitz et al., 2010, Lawitz et al., 2009). The HCV NS5B inhibitor 

benzofuran HCV-796 wich binds to site D/palm II allosteric domain, was approved 

for the phase II clinical study after its better therapeutic results in mice model 

(Kneteman et al., 2009). However it was stopped owing to its adverse effects 

(Feldstein et al., 2009).  

 The direct antiviral agents (DDA) are often associated with problem of limited 

coverage for genotypes and readily emergence of resistance, therefore there is a need 

to develop host targeting antivirals with wide genotypic coverage, high resistance 

barrier and little associated adverse effects. In pursue of that, a compound known as 

aliporivir was developed. Alisporivir is a derivative of cyclosporine A with 10.4 fold 

more anti-HCV activity and lower toxicity than cyclosporine A (Paeshuyse et al., 

2006). Aliporivir with or without interferon plus ribavirin achieved better results in 

untreated HCV patients and no viral break through was observed at the end of 

treatment (Flisiak et al., 2009). Aliporivir alone or with interferon plus ribavirin was 

found highly effective for treatment of patients infected with genotype 2 and 3 

(Pawlotsky et al., 2012). Various in vitro studies reveal that widely used anti- 

hypercholesterolemia drugs statins statins suppress HCV replication (Ye et al., 2003, 

Kapadeia et al., 2005; Ikeda et al., 2006; Amemiya et al., 2008; Delang et al., 2009). 

Among the different types of statins, pravastatin possesses no antiviral activity 

whereas fluvustatin has retlatively high potency against HCV (Delang et al., 2009, 

Vere et al., 2012). Addition of statins to the pegylated-interferon plus ribavirin 

regime has been proved to improve SVR rate and poses no safety issues (Bader et 

al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2013; Verpalan et al, 2014). However, some clinical trials show 

that use of statins in combination with pegylated-interferon plus ribavirin does not 

potentiate virologic response (O’Leary et al., 2007; Shavakhi et al., 2014). The 

PI4KIIIα is required for the replication of HCV and is presumed to interact with 

NS5A (Reiss et al., 2011; Berger et al., 2011; Bishe et al., 2012). A member of 4-

anilino quinazoline class of compounds, AL-9 has been shown to suppress HCV 

replication by inhibiting PI4KIIIα (Bianco et al., 2012). Broad spectrum anti-
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infective thiozolide; Nitazoxanide and its metabolite tizoxanide have also been 

reported to serve as antivirals against HCV in cell culture (Korba et al., 2008). In 

various clinical trials, nitazoxanide improves SVR when combined with pegylated-

interferon or pegylated-interferon plus ribavirin in patients infected with HCV 

genotypes 1, 2 and 4 (Rossignol et al.,2007; Rossignol et al., 2009; Rossignol et al., 

2010). The anti-HCV activity has been attributed to milk thistle extract silymarin 

and its component silibinin in various reports. Silymarin interfers with different 

steps of HCV life cycle such viral entry and fusion, translation of viral RNA and 

production of infectious virions (Wagoner et al., 2010; 2011; Dahari et al., 2011; 

Polyak et al., 2013). In vivo studies show that SIL an intravenous form of silibinin 

exhibit better outcome in treatment of HCV infection (Ferenci et al., 2008; Neumann 

et al., 2010; Rutter et al., 2011).  The anti-HCV activitity of green tea catechin; 

epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG) has been demonstrated in various in vitro studies 

against JFH1-based chimera virus, JFH1 infectious virus and HCVpp (Chen et al., 

2012; Fukazawa et al., 2012; Calland et al., 2012).   

 Study of different steps of HCV life cycle and preclinical assessment of anti-

HCV compounds requires in vitro and in vivo HCV models. Numerous in vitro HCV 

models are available. Various Subgenomic replicons of HCV (Lohmann et al., 1999; 

Moriishi and Matsuura 2007; Robinson et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2012; Saeed et al., 

2012; Yu et al., 2013) have been developed to study the process of HCV replication 

and to evaluate the anti-HCV potential of compounds. The HCV infectious system 

provides an opportunity for the study entire life cycle of HCV. The HCV Pseudo 

Particles (HCVpp) have been developed to study the process of viral entry and 

evaluate the activity of HCV entry inhibitors. Besides chimpanzee model of HCV, 

recently a more efficient mice model of HCV has been developed that support entire 

life cycl of HCV (Dorner et al., 2013). The mice is immunodeficient and also 

expresses human CD81 and occuldin; two molecules necessary for HCV entry in to 

host cells.  
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

1. The main objective of this study was the comparative evaluation of the in 

vitro antiviral activities of a panel of reference antiviral compounds against HCV 

genotyps 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a (using their respective subgenomic replicons). Most of 

direct acting antivirals (DAAs) targeting different HCV proteins, have been 

developed and tested against genotype 1 because of its worldwide distribution and 

its available in vitro replicon system. Since there is a high level of genetic 

heterogeneity among the different genotypes of HCV. Therefore, there is a need to 

analyze the antiviral activities of these antivirals against other genotypes as well. 

Futhermore, some others compounds (so called host targeting antivirals) such as 

fluvustatin (anti-hypercholesterolemia), AL-9 (PI4KIIIα inhibitor), nitazoxanide 

and tizoxanide (broad spectrum anti-infective), epigallocatechin gallate and 

silymarin (milk thistle extract) and its component silibinin reported to have anti-

HCV activites, were also included in the study to analyze comparatively for their 

anti-HCV potential (if any) against 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a subgenomic replicons. As the 

antiviral compounds are toxic to the cells at high doses, therefore, the cytotoxicity 

was also assessed though MTS assay. 

2. The second objective of the study was the comparative analysis of antiviral 

activities of noval HCV inhibitors. As new ways of therapeutic are being explored 

for the HCV infections and mostly still it is based on the HCV genotype 1 because 

of its worldwide distribution and comparatively greater resistance to the current 

HCV regime. Therefore, it is essential to study the novel inhibitors against other 

HCV genotypes as well. 

3. The third objective of the current study was to develop a global consensus 

sequence of NS4B protein based on the individual consensus sequences of seven 

HCV genotypes and further analysis of different NS4B domains for variability 

and/or conservation. The study is also deals with construction of phylogentic tree 

representative of all protein sequences of NS4B included in study in order to analyze 

the evolutionary association of NS4B sequences of Pakistani isolates. The NS4B of 

HCV is a multi-functional protein and playes a key role in the induction of 

membranous webs (a platform for HCV replication). Owing to its importance NS4B 

is considered an important target for the development of antivirals. So there is a need 

to generate a global consensus sequence of NS4B across all HCV genotypes that can 
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serve as potential targets for the development of vaccines and antiviral therapies. 

Therefore an in silico study was designed to develop the global consensus of NS4B 

which is a representative of all seven HCV genotypes which will help in the 

development of antiviral compounds.  
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Chapter 2 

Review of Literature 

2.1  HEPATITIS C AS GLOBAL HEALTH CONCERN 

Before 1989, Hepatitis C virus was known as non-A non-B hepatitis (NANBH) 

because the virus could not be classified as either hepatitis A virus or hepatitis B 

virus. Since its discovery, hepatitis C is considered a major cause of chronic liver 

infection throughout the world. According to recent world health organization data, 

HCV is responsible for worldwide chronic infection of 130-150 million people 

(WHO). Hepatitis C-associated liver diseases account for 0.35 to 0.5 deaths per year 

(WHO). Approximately, 55-85% of HCV infection leads to chronic infection out of 

which 15-30 % develops liver cirrhosis (WHO). About 15-45% of people infected 

with HCV succeed to clear the virus naturally without treatment within six months 

of infection (WHO).  

Hepatitis virus is transmitted primarily by blood-to-blood contact (Alter, 2007). 

Major causes of HCV transmission are contaminated needles by drug users, use of 

medical instruments contaminated with blood, and blood transfusion. Blood 

transfusion as a means of HCV transmission is very rare in developed countries 

because of regular blood screening prior to transfusion (Shepard et al., 2005). 

Intravenous drug use (IDU) is the main cause of hepatitis C transmission (Xia et al., 

2008). Approximately 60-80% of the IDU population of 25 countries out of 77 

reviewed was infected with HCV (Xia et al., 2008; Nelson et al., 2011). Sexual 

transmission of HCV is controversial (Tohme and Holmberg, 2010) whereas vertical 

transmission has been reported in less than 10% of pregnancies (Lam et al., 2010). 

Sharing personal items such as razors, toothbrushes, nail cutter contaminated with 

the blood of an infected person can lead to HCV exposure (Lock et al., 2006; CDC, 

2012). Hepatitis C virus is classified into seven genotypes showing up to 33% 

genetic variability (Drummer, 2014). Genotypes are further divided into more than 

100 subtypes displaying up to 20% sequence difference (Drummer, 2014). The 

prevalence of HCV genotypes is geographically different. Genotypes 1, 2 and 3 have 

worldwide distribution (Izquierdo et al., 2014). Genotype 4 predominates in the 

Middle East and Central Africa, while genotype 5 is prevalent in Southern Africa. 

Genotype 6 is common in Southeast Asia such as Vietnam, Thailand, and Myanmar.  
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Figure 2.1: Geographic distribution of HCV genotypes (Hussain, 2013) 

2.1  ORGANIZATION OF HCV GENOME 

Hepatitis C virus is a single positive sense enveloped RNA virus. Hepatitis C 

virus belongs to genus Hepacivirus of family Flaviviridae. The genome of HCV is 

9.6 kb in size enclosed inside the inner core with outer envelope (Sharma, 2010). 

The viral genome encode a single open reading frame (ORF) flanked by 5’ and 3’ 

untranslated regions (UTRs). The UTRs contain structures which are highly 

conserved among different genotypes and have important role in the replication and 

translation of HCV genome. The highly conserved 5’UTR contains highly ordered 

six domains (I-VI) called stem-loops. The internal ribosome entry site (IRES) 

responsible for 5’ cap independent translation of viral RNA, is composed of II, III, 

IV stem-loops structures and first 20-40 bp of core region (Wang et al., 1995). 

Without interfering translation of RNA, III and IV stem-loop structures of IRES also 

activate protein kinase R (PKR) (Shimoike et al., 2009)   Replication of negative-

stand RNA, an intermediate of HCV replication also requires 5’ UTR (Friebe et al., 

2001). In recent reports binding of liver-specific microRNA-122 (miR-122) with 

two tandem sites downstream of stem-loop structure I has been discovered which is 

required for HCV RNA replication and translation (Jopling et al., 2005; Jopling et 

al., 2008; Henke et al., 2008). However, an in vivo study demonstrates that miR-122 

expression does not correlate with viral RNA level of HCV (Sarasin-Filipowicz et 

al., 2009).   
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The 3’UTR is 200 bp long and consists of 3 different parts important for viral 

genome replication (Yanagi et al., 1999Friebe and Bartenschlager. 2002; Yi and 

Lemon, 2003). The first part is a short variable region followed by middle portion 

of 80 nucleotides long poly (U/UC) tract and a last part of an invariant 98 nucleotides 

3’-X tail (Kolykhalov et al., 1996). The 3’-X tail consists of three stem-loop 

structures (Sharma, 2010). The stimulatory effect of 3’UTR on the IRES-dependent 

translation has been shown in the human hepatoma cell lines (Song et al., 2006). The 

intracellular receptor of innate immunity, retinoic-acid-inducible gene-I (RIG-I) is 

recognized by the molecular pattern within the 3’UTR of HCV (Saito et al., 2008).  

The HCV genome encodes a single polypeptide of 3010 amino acids. The core, 

E1 and E2 are the structure making proteins of HCV. There are six non-structural 

proteins (NS2-NS5B) and an ion channel protein (p7). The HCV encoded 

polypeptide is co-transnationally cleaved by the host and viral proteases.  

The signal peptidase of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) cleaves signal peptides and 

release core, E1, E2 and p7.  After further processing by signal peptidase, core is 

transported from ER to lipid droplet (McLauchlan et al., 2002) where maturation of 

HCV particle takes place (Miyanari et al., 2007). Importance of core cleavage by 

signal peptidase for the production of HCV virus-like particle and infectious virus 

has been described before (Ait-Goughoulte et al., 2006; Targett-Adams et al., 2008). 

Core interacts with RNA and promotes its homo-oligomerization through its highly 

basic N-terminus residue. Core protein also interacts with the outer membrane of 

mitochondria through amino acids string of 112-152 (Suzuki et al., 2005). Core is a 

multifunctional protein involved in the regulation of Ca++ and apoptotic signals, also 

alters level of mitochondrial chaperone prohibitin (Tsutsumi et al., 2009) that 

ultimately leads to increase in oxidative stress. Regulatory functions of core include 

recruitment of non-structural proteins to the lipid droplet (Miyanari et al., 2007) and 

contribution in the pathogenesis of liver steatosis (Sharma, 2010). 

The glycoproteins E1 and E2 are the structural components of HCV making the 

outer coat of spike-like projections of virus particle (Kaito et al., 2006). Both E1 and 

E2 bind to receptor of host cells for viral entry.  The binding receptor of E2 is CD81, 

a tetraspanin molecule found on hepatocytes and B-lymphocytes (Pileri et al., 1998). 

Together with scavenger receptor class B type I (SR-BI), and tight junction 

molecules claudin-1 (CLDN) and occludin (OCLN), CD81 facilitate viral entry of 

HCV in to host cells (Ploss et al., 2009).  
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Non-structural 2 (NS2) is a transmembrane haydrophobic protein of 21–23 kDa 

in size. The NS2 is anchored in the ER membrane through transmembrane helices 

located in the N-terminal part of NS2 (Santolini et al., 1995). Together with p7, the 

C-terminal half of NS2 harboring cysteine protease activity is required in vitro for 

the production of HCV infectious particles (HCVcc) (Pietschmann et al., 2006; 

Jones et al., 2007; Jirasko et al., 2008). The C-terminal protease domain of NS2 and 

180 aa of NS3 N-terminal constitute catalytically active NS2-NS3 protease required 

for the cleavage of NS2/NS3 junction (Grakoui et al., 1993; Hijikata et al., 1993). 

The NS2 interact with itself to form homo-dimers and also interacts with all other 

non-structural proteins of HCV (Dimitrova et al., 2007). As an upregulator of 

transcriptional factor sterol regulatory element-binding protein 1c (SREBP-1c) and 

fatty acid synthase, NS2 is considered to contribute in the development of liver 

steatosis. Following role of core, NS5A and NS3 in assembly, it seems that further 

steps of viral assembly require NS2 (Yi et al., 2009). 

The non-structural 3 (NS3) is a 69 kDa protein that contains three enzymatic 

activities; serine protease, an RNA helicase and NTPase. Serine protease activity is 

housed by the N-terminal third of NS3 and along with cofactor NS4A NS3 is 

responsible for the proteolytic cleavage of NS3/NS4A, NS4A/NS4B, NS4B/NS5A 

and NS5A/NS5B junctions. An RNA helicase and NTPase activities are present in 

the two-thirds of C-terminal. Viral replication of HCV requires both protease and 

helicase activities of NS3 (Kolykhalov et al., 2000; Lam and Frick 2006). Usually 

complex of NS3/4a is confined to ER but if co-expressed with p53, it transferred to 

nucleus in association with p53. During the HCV replication, the protease domain 

of NS3 interact with NS5B and results in the modulation of RNA helicase activity 

of NS3 (Jennings et al., 2008). Moreover, NS3 antagonizes RIG-I-mediated innate 

immune response. Retinoic acid inducible gene I (RIG-I) is a cytoplasmic RNA 

helicase which is induced in response to the presence of double stranded RNA in 

host cell (Kawai et al., 2005). The NS3-mediated inhibition of RIG-I pathway is 

triggered by proteolytic cleavage of mitochondrial antiviral signaling (MAVS) 

protein; also known as IFN-β promoter stimulator-1 (IPS-1), virus-induced signaling 

adaptor (VISA) and caspase recruitment domain adaptor inducing IFNβ (CARDIF) 

of the mitochondrial membrane (Seth et al., 2006). Following binding with RNA 

and undergoing conformational changes, RIG-I interacts with MAVS (Meylan et al., 

2005) and results in the activation of IRFs and NFkB to induce alpha/beta-INFs. The 
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NS3/4A protease complex has also been shown to disrupt the Toll-like receptor 3 

(TLR-3) pathway of innate immune response by cleaving TRIF (Toll/interleukin-1 

receptor domain-containing adaptor protein inducing IFN-β) (Li et al., 2005).  

Non-structural 4A protein is 54 aa in length and works as cofactor for the serine 

protease activity of HCV NS3. The N-terminal of NS4A possesses transmembrane 

helice and is responsible for the membrane anchoring of NS3/NS4A complex, sites 

for protease activity and viral replication (Wolk et al., 2000). A middle portion of 

NS4A ranging from 21 to 34 aa is involved in the activation of NS3 (Bartenschlager 

et al., 1994; Failla et al., 1994; Lin et al., 1995). The C-terminal part of NSA 

regulates phosphorylation of NS5A and therefore is required for viral replication 

(Koch and Bartenschlager, 1999; Lindenbach et al., 2007). Association of NS4A to 

mitochondrial membrane (Selimovic and Hassan, 2008) has also been reported 

suggesting its role in the HCV-mediated cellular pathogenesis. The NS4A affects 

mitochondrial distribution and integrity in vitro (Nomura-Takigawa et al., 2006). 

The NS4B of HCV is a relatively poorly characterized 27-kDa hydrophobic 

protein (Hugle et al., 2001; Moradpour et al., 2007). It comprises of an N-terminal 

domain (NTD) (aa~1 to 79), a transmembrane domain (TMD)  harboring four 

putative transmembrane regions  (aa~80 to 191), and a C-terminal domain (CTD) 

made up of 70 amino acids (aa~192 to 261) (Lundin et al., 2003; Elazar et al., 2004; 

Aligo et al., 2009; Gouttenoire et al., 2007 a,b). The N-terminal part contains two 

alpha helices involved in NS4B host membranes association (Elazar et al., 2004; 

Gouttenoire et al., 2007 a). The C-terminal domain (CTD) of NS4B consist of two 

putative α-helices, represented by residues ~201 to 212 and ~228 to 253, respectively 

(Gouttenoire et al., 2007 b). The CTD is believed to be on the cytosolic side of the 

endoplasmic reticulum membrane, whereas the location of the NTD remains 

controversial (Han et al., 2011). NS4B is a multi-functional protein that possesses 

GTPase and ATPase activities (Einav et al., 2004) and binds to the 3’ end of the 

negative-sense viral RNA (Einav et al., 2008). Like most of the positive sense RNA 

viruses, HCV also replicate their genome in association with the intracellular host 

membranes. These membranes are rearranged by the viruses in the form of novel 

structures termed as membranous web (Egger et al., 2002). Membranous webs have 

been observed in cells expressing mature NS4B suggesting that NS4B alone induces 

formation of the membranous webs (Egger et al., 2002; Konan et al., 2003).  
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Membranous web provides a platform for the viral replication and contains 

replication complex (RC) including the replicase proteins (NS3, NS4A, NS4B, 

NS5A and NS5B) some viral RNA and host factors (Aligo et al., 2009; Manna et 

al., 2010). 

The NS5A of HCV exists in two forms in cells; phosphorylated (56-KDa) and 

hyper-phosphorylated (58-KDa). The NS5A binds to the ER membrane through its 

N-terminus helix (Brass et al., 2002; Elazar et al., 2003). Besides N-terminal helix, 

there are three additional domains of NS5A (Tellinghuisen et al., 2004). The highly 

conserved domain I possesses RNA binding activity (Tellinghuisen et al., 2004). 

Domain II and III shows high degree of sequence variability across various 

genotypes. Domain III plays an important role in the virus production and replication 

(Tellinghuisen et al., 2008). Insertions within domain III enable subgenomic 

replicon to replicates competently (Moradpour et al., 2004). Generation of replicons 

with such characteristics is essential for the study of replication complex (Wolk et 

al., 2008) and to monitors viral multiplication through flow cytometry (Nelson et 

al., 2006). Replication of HCV is greatly affected by phosphorylation of NS5A. 

Adaptive Mutations in the NS5A and other non-structural genes abrogates the hyper-

phosphorylation of NS5A but improves replication (Evans et al., 2004; Appel et al., 

2005). Similarly, inhibitors that hinder NS5A hyper-phosphorylation promote 

replication of HCV RNA (Neddermann et al., 2004). The NS5A is required for in 

vitro production of infectious viral particles. Removal of domain III or replacing 

even a single serine with alanine within domain III severely affects assembly of 

infectious virions in cell culture (Tellinghuisen et al., 2008; Appel et al., 2008).  

The NS5A interacts with a number of host proteins involved in the HCV 

replication. The NS5A interacts with hVAP-A monitored by phosphorylated NS5A 

possibly leads to the formation of replication complex (Evans et al., 2004; Gao et 

al., 2004). The NS5A binds to PKR through ISDR or interferon sensitivity 

determining region that ranges from 2209-2248 bp. Sequence variability within 

ISDR determine the host response towards interferon. The existence of ISDR has 

been controversial in recent reports. Still, NS5A inhibit PKR-mediated antiviral 

pathway. Synthesis of IFN-gamma is also suppressed by NS5A (Kanda et al., 2009).  
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The NS5B of HCV is 68-kDa protein with intrinsic property of RNA-dependent 

RNA-polymerase. The NS5B replicate HCV genome by synthesizing negative-

strand intermediate from positive-strand RNA. The NS5B has fingers, thumb and 

palm structure characteristic of polymerase. The NS5B is associated with 

membranous web through its C-terminus tail (Schmidt-Mende et al., 2001) and is 

essential for the genome replication (Moradpour et al., 2004). The NS5B uses two 

mechanism for the initiation of RNA replication; de novo (Zhong et al., 2000; 

Ranjith-Kumar et al., 2002) and primer dependent initiation (Shim et al., 2002). It 

has been shown that NS5A interacts with NS5B (Shirota et al., 2002) suggesting that 

it functions as cofactor of NS5B (Shimakami et al., 2004). Various host proteins 

which are important for viral replication interact with NS5B. Interaction of PRK2 

with fingers-domain is presumed to be involved in the modulation of NS5B 

phosphorylation (Kim et al., 2004). Similarly, viral replication requires association 

between NS5B and cyclophilin A (Chatterji et al., 2009). An element of replication 

complex, hVAP-B binds to NS5B as well (Hamamoto et al., 2005). The 

hepatocellular carcinoma is believed to develop partly from the binding of NS5B 

with pRb (Munakata et al., 2005).  

Figure 2.2: Organization and translational processing of HCV genome in 

individual proteins (Rehermann, 2009) 
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2.3     HEPATITIS C VIRUS LIFE CYCLE 

Life cycle of HCV has long been remained an interesting target for the 

development of antivirals but lack of culture system made it challenging. However, 

development of subgenomic replicons, HCV pesudoparticle and in vitro HCV 

infectious system (HCVcc) contributed substantially in exploring different steps of 

HCV life cycle and development of anti-HCV compounds.  

2.3.1 Viral Entry 

 Phenomenon of HCV entry of is very complicated and requires a set of proteins. 

Initially the HCV attaches to the cell surface. Glycosaminoglycans (Barth et al., 

2003; Koutsoudakis et al., 2006) and low density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) 

(Agnello et al., 1999; Monazahian et al., 1999; Wunschmann et al., 2000; Molina et 

al., 2007) interact with HCV for the initial attachment. After initial attachment, the 

virus glycoproteins recognize and bind to virus-specific receptors. Binding to 

receptors prompts endocytosis and finally taking in of virus. 

 So far various entry receptors such as scavenger receptor class B type I (SR-BI), 

and tight junction molecules claudin-1 (CLDN) and occluding (OCLN), CD81 

facilitate viral entry of HCV in to host cells (Ploss et al., 2009). Tetraspanin family 

protein, CD81 is the most studied and well-characterized HCV entry receptor. 

Initially it was recognized as soluble protein that binds to E2 (Pileri et al., 1998). 

Although since its discovery, CD81 has been believed an essential entry receptor in 

all model systems (Helle and Dubuisson, 2008) but CD81-independent HCV entry 

has also been described (Timpe et al., 2008; Witteveldt et al., 2009).  

 The SR-BI is another E2-binding entry receptor. The SR-BI is 509 amino acids 

long transmembrane glycoprotein. It binds to LDL and HDL as well as with soluble 

form of E2 (Scarselli et al., 2002; Acton et al., 1996). It is not clear that SR-BI 

interacts directly with HCV or is aided by lipoprotein. The HCVpp does not enter 

various cells expressing SR-BI and CD81 simultaneously (Evans et al., 2007) 

suggesting involvement of additional entry molecules. Efforts to answer the 

involvement of other co-receptors lead to the identification of tight junction proteins; 

CLDN-1, CLDN-6, CLDN-9 and Occludin (Meertens et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 

2007) as entry cofactors.   

 The exact mechanism of viral entry is not known and there is limited information 

of how these entry proteins interacts with each other and assists the real entry of 
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HCV. According to the present model the viral entry is not a single step and involves 

viral association with tight junction proteins following viral attachment and receptor 

binding followed by endocytosis and finally pH-dependent fusion of membrane and 

release of viral genome in host cell cytoplasm (Moradpour et al., 2007). 

2.3.2 Translation 

Unlike typical eukaryotic mRNA, HCV genomic RNA lack methyl group at the 

5’-end but rather contains IRES in the 5’-UTR. The IRES binds to 40S subunit of 

ribosome and eLF3. Following binding, 40S subunit undergoes conformational 

changes leads to the formation of 80S ribosome independent of 5’-cap (Spahn et al., 

2001; Boehringer et al., 2005; Siridechadilok et al., 2005). Translation of viral RNA 

takes place at the rough endoplasmic reticulum. As result of translation, a single 

polypeptide is synthesized which is chopped by cellular and viral proteases in to ten 

different proteins.  

2.3.3 Replication 

     Replication of HCV has been widely studied in the cell culture despite the fact it 

infects and replicates in chimpanzee (Kolykhalov et al., 1997; Yanagi et al., 1997) 

and mice housing chimera human liver (Mercer et al., 2001). In vitro replication of 

HCV needs adaptive mutations (Blight et al., 2000; Krieger et al., 2001; Blight et 

al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2003) in different NS genes to counters the negative of effect 

of NS5A hyper-phosphorylation on HCV subgenomic replicon replication in cell 

culture (Neddermann et al., 2004). However, these mutations abrogate HCV 

infection in chimpanzee (Bukh et al., 2002) owing to cellular differences between in 

vitro growing hepatoma cells and liver cells of chimpanzee or it could be because of 

regulated viral replication and assembly. Like other related viruses, HCV replicates 

in the rearranged membranous structures (Ahlquist et al., 2003). The specialized 

structures are termed as membranous webs induced mainly by the NS4B (Egger et 

al., 2002; Gretton et al., 2005). Endoplasmic reticulum membrane forms the 

membranous web (Bartenschlager et al., 2004) containing high contents of fatty 

acids and cholesterol (Kapadia and Chisari, 2005). The membranous webs are small 

vesicles composed of complex of NS proteins inserted in the membranes (Egger et 

al., 2002).  

The exact mechanism of HCV replication is yet to be fully explored. However, 

like other positive-sense RNA viruses HCV replicates semi-conservatively and 

asymmetrically. It is a two steps process and is catalyzed by HCV encoded NS5B 
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RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. In the first step, minus-sense RNA is synthesized 

from the positive-sense RNA. During the second step of HCV replication, positive-

sense genomic RNA is synthesized from the negative-sense RNA. The positive-

sense RNA thus produced, is translated into polyprotein, or serves as replicative 

intermediate or packages into new viral particle (Bartenschlager et al., 2004). The 

transcription rate of positive-sense RNA is 5-10 times greater than that of negative-

sense RNA. The NS5B can initiates RNA synthesis either through primer-dependent 

or de novo method (Behrens et al., 1996; Zhong et al., 2000).  

2.3.4 Viral Assembly and Release 

      It is presumed that virus capsid is constructed from the core which is highly basic 

in nature and binds to RNA. Although the core protein form the nucleocapsid-like 

structure in cells it expresses (Baumert et al., 1998; Blanchard et al., 2002; Ezelle et 

al., 2002; Pietschmann et al., 2002; Blanchard et al., 2003; Klein et al., 2004) but 

the residues important for the viral assembly need yet to be discovered. The 

mechanism of viral assembly and release is poorly understood because there is no 

proper model available to study. The diameter of nucleocapsid like particle formed 

by the self-assembly of core protein is approximately 60 nanometer and apparently 

seems to occurs in the presence of RNA (Kunkel et al., 2001) perhaps the process 

of capsid making is initiated by binding of core proteins to genomic RNA (Shimoike 

et al., 1999; Tanaka et al., 2000). A number of studies show that virus takes envelop 

from the endoplasmic reticulum (Mizuno et al., 1995; Dash et al., 1997; Blanchard 

et al., 2003; Vauloup-Fellous et al., 2006) because the E1 and E2 are found to anchor 

in the ER membrane (Cocquerel et al., 1998) presuming that virus assembly takes 

place in the ER. Little is known about how the mature virion exits the infected cell 

and enters to the surrounding spaces. However, secretory pathway is believed to 

plays a key role in the transportation of mature virus particle out of cell.   
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Figure 2.3: Life cycle of HCV (Pereira & Jacobson, 2009) 

 

2.4 CURRENT AND FUTURE ANTIVIRAL THERAPY OF HCV 

 Before 2011, the standard of care (SoC) for treatment of HCV was based on 

combination therapy of pegylated interferon α and ribavirin. The success rate of 

pegylated interferon α and ribavirin was 80% for patients infected with genotypes 2 

and 3 whereas the response rate of genotype 1 patients was lower than 50% 

(Pawlotsky et al., 2007). However, with the approval of first two HCV NS3/4A 

serine protease inhibitors; telaprevir and boceprevir, the sustained virologic response 

(SVR) achieved substantial improvement (70-90%) (Poordad et al., 2011; Jacobson 

et al., 2011). Recently, the food and drug administration (FDA) has approved a third 

protease inhibitor; simeprevir and first nucleoside analogue inhibitor of NS5B; 

Sofobuvir. The current SoC for genotype 1 infected patients consist of combination 

therapy of pegylated interferon α, ribavirin and either one of protease inhibitors or 

sofobuvir (US Food and Drug Administration, 2013; Mederacke et al., 2009; Gentile 

et al., 2009; Ghany et al., 2009; Coppola et al., 2012; Gentile et al., 2013; You et 

al., 2013; Gentile et al., 2014). For genotype 2 and 3 infected patients the sofosbuvir 

in combination with ribavirin is an interferon free treatment choice for 12 and 24 
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weeks respectively (Gentile et al., 2014). Furthermore, sofobuvir along with 

interferon or ribavirin decrease duration of treatment for genotypes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 

6 patients (Lawitz et al., 2013; Jacobson et al., 2013; Zeuzem et al., 2014). In view 

of resistance development, genotype specific response and associated side effects of 

current therapy, new regimens for HCV treatments are being explored. Most of the 

anti-HCV drugs are in clinical trials and some drugs have reached the advanced 

phases of clinical trials. Some the anti-HCV drugs under different phases of clinical 

trials are discussed following.   

2.4.1 Asunaprevir (BMS-650032) 

 Asuanprevir is an inhibitor of HCV NS3-NS4A serine protease inhibitor 

(Reviriego, 2012) developed by development by Bristol-Myers Squibb for treatment 

of HCV infection. Currently the drug is advance phase of clinical trial III 

(ClinicalTrials.gov). 

 An open label study was carried out on 10 Japanese patients infected with 

genotype 1b who did not show in past any response to the pegylated-interferon and 

ribavirin with or without telaprevir or boceprevir (Chayama et al., 2011). At 12 and 

24 weeks of post-treatment, 90% of patients were observed to have sustained 

virologic response towards dual treatment of asuprevir and daclatasvir for 24 weeks. 

The response towards both antivirals was not affected even by the emergence of 

some resistance mutations to both antivirals identified in some patients.  

 In a preliminary study including 21 non-responder genotype 1 patients to 

previous combination therapy of pegylated-interferon and ribavirin were subjected 

to combination therapy of asunaprevir and daclatasvir (NS5A inhibitor) with (group 

B) or without pegylated-interferon and ribavirin (group A) for 24-weeks (Lok et al., 

2012). At the end of 12 and 24 weeks of treatment, 36% patients of group B exhibited 

sustained virologic response to combination therapy of asunprevir and daclatasvir. 

The rest of patients who were non-responsive to asunaprevir and daclatasvir were 

found to carry mutation resistance to both drugs. However, the response rate (90%) 

was quite higher in group A, who had received combination therapy of both 

antivirals along with pegylated-interferon and ribavirin. No adverse effect except 

diarrhea was observed in patients of both groups. This shows that combination 

therapy of both antivirals can achieve sustained virologic response in genotype 1 

patients who remained non-responder in past in the course of pegylated-interferon 

and ribavirin combination therapy.  
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 A recent clinical trial shows that 95% of previously null patients achieved 

sustained virologic response in both groups who were subjected to a quadruple 

therapy of a once-daily dose of 60 mg of daclatasvir and 200 mg dose of asunaprevir 

once (group A) or twice (group B) a daily in combination with pegylated-interferon 

plus ribavirin for 24 weeks (Anna et al., 2013). In contrast quadruple therapy, dual 

therapy of a single daily dose of both daclatasvir and asunaprevir, or a daily dose of 

daclatasvir and twice daily doses of asunaprevir produced 65% and 78% SVR 

respectively. However, a breakthrough of viral recurrence was observed in majority 

of genotype 1a patients who had received a triple therapy of a daily dose of 

daclatasvir and twice daily dose asunaprevir plus ribavirin. All these shows that dual 

therapy of daclatasvir and asunaprevir has relatively low therapeutic outcomes in 

genotype 1a patients and both antivirals works well when used in combination with 

pegylated-interferon.   

2.4.2 Anguizole 

 The NS4B of HCV is a multifunctional protein implicated in the formation of 

membranous web (Egger et al., 2002); a presumed primary site of HCV replication, 

in interaction and hydrolysis of GTP (Einav et al., 2004), in association with HCV 

RNA (Einav et al., 2008) and in the interaction with replication complex components 

(Gao et al., 2004). Therefore, NS4B is considered a potential target for designing of 

HCV inhibitor. Anguizole is a potential inhibitor of HCV that target the NS4B 

protein of HCV (Bryson et al., 2010; Choi et al., 2013). The anguizole binds to the 

second amphipathic α helix (AH2) of N-terminus domain of NS4B and leads to 

impairment of dimerization, cellular localization and NS5A association of NS4B 

(Choi et al., 2013). Anguizole suppresses replication of 1b replicon with reported 

EC50 values of 0.31 and 0.45 micromoles (Bryson et al., 2010; Choi et al., 2013). 

The anguizole is still in preclinical stage. However, anguizole is ineffective against 

HCV 2a genotype (Bryson et al., 2010; Choi et al., 2013).  

2.4.3 Clemizole Hydrochloride 

 Clemizole hydrochloride is an inhibitor of HCV NS4B RNA binding that inhibits 

the HCV replication in vitro (Einav et al., 2008). The clemizole hydrochloride 

suppresses genotype 2a full-length viral replication with an EC50 value of 8 µM 

(micromolar) (Einav et al., 2008). A similar inhibitory potential of clemizole 

hydrochloride was determined against J6/JFH based infectious virus (Einav et al., 
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2008). The RNA binding ability of NS4B is inhibited by clemizole hydrochloride 

with an IC50 value of 24 nanomolars (Einav et al., 2008).  

 Clemizole was found to inhibit HCV replication synergistically with telaprevir 

and boceprevir (Einav et al., 2010). However, when used along with interferon, 

ribavirin, nucleoside (NM283) or non-nucleoside (HCV-796) NS5B inhibitors it 

shows additive effect (Einav et al., 2010). Furthermore, combination of clemizole 

and protease inhibitor is associated with diminishing the likelihood of resistance 

mutations emergence to either (Einav et al., 2010). The triple therapy of Clemizole 

and pegylated-interferon plus ribavirin is more effective for treatment of HCV 

infection than dual therapy of pegylated-interferon and ribavirin (Coong et al., 

2010).   

2.4.4 Daclatasvir (BMS-790052) 

 Daclatasvir is an NS5A HCV inhibitor developed by Bristol-Myers Squibb. On 

august 2014, the European Commission sanctioned Daclatasvir (trade name 

Daclinza) for treatment of HCV infection in Europe. The drug has been studied as 

therapeutic regimen in combination with pegylated interferon plus ribavirin 

(Hezode, et al., 2011) and with other antivirals such as asunaprevir (Lok et al., 2012; 

Chayama et al., 2011; Alcorn et al., 2012) and sofosbuvir (Sulkowski et al., 2012; 

Sulkowski et al., 2014).   

 Comparative efficacy of daclatasvir in combination with pegylated-interferon 

plus ribavirin against pegylated-interferon plus ribavirin was studied in untreated 

HCV genotype 1 and 4 patients (Hezode, et al., 2011). Patients were put on 

combination therapy of a daily dose of 20mg or 60mg of daclatasvir and peg-

interferon plus ribavirin for 24 or 48 weeks, or patients had received interferon plus 

ribavirin for 48 weeks. After 12 weeks of treatment, 78% and 75% of genotype 1 

patients who had received 20mg and 60mg daily dose of daclatasvir respectively in 

triple therapy showed early virologic response in contrary to early virologic response 

exhibited by 43% of patients who had received pegylated-interferon and ribavirin. 

Furthermore, 58% and 100% of genotype 4 patients in triple therapy group had 

undetectable HCV RNA at the end of 12 week in comparison to 58% patients in 

pegylated-interferon plus ribavirin group. A daily dose of daclatasvir plus pegylated-

interferon and ribavirin reveals better therapeutic potential for HCV infection than 

dual therapy of pegylated-interferon plus ribavirin.    
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 Response rate towards daclatasvir and asunaprevir with or without interferon 

plus ribavirin was analyzed in patients who did not show response to dual therapy 

of peg-interferon plus ribavirin in past (Alcorn, 2012). The study included 101 HCV 

genotype 1 infected patients out of which, 95% lacked IL28’CC’ mutation favorable 

for response to peg-interferon plus ribavirin therapy. Patients either received dual 

therapy of daclatasvir and ribavirin or quadruple therapy of daclatasvir, asunaprevir 

plus peg-interferon and ribavirin. Response rate was higher to quadruple therapy as 

compared to dual therapy, as 95 % of patients who had received quadruple therapy 

achieved sustained virologic response at 12 weeks, in contrast to 78% and 65% of 

genotype 1b patients who had received daclatasvir plus 200mg once or twice daily 

dose of asunaprevir respectively. However, most of genotype 1a infected patients 

who had received triple therapy of daclatasvir, asunaprevir and ribavirin experienced 

viral breakthrough, as 56% in 1a patients as opposed to none in 1b patients. This 

reveals that direct antivirals in combination with interferon are more effective in 

treating HCV infection than interferon-free combination of direct antivirals. 

Moreover, it is anticipated based on study that 1a infected patients require interferon 

based combination of antivirals. 

2.4.5 Benzimidazole JT-16 

 Benzimidazole inhibitor JT-16 is a non-nucleoside inhibitor (NNI) of HCV RNA 

dependent RNA polymerase inhibitor. Four allosteric domains; thumb 1, thumb 2, 

palm 1 and palm 2 have been identified in HCV NS5B polymerase (Delang et al., 

2012). These serve as good targets for the development of NNI of HCV polymerase. 

Binding of NNI to the allosteric site of NS5B inhibits the catalytic activity of 

polymerase in non-competitive manner.  

 The JT-16 binds to the thumb 1 domain of NS5B and inhibits formation of 

conformational transitions essential for the replication initiation of HCV genome (Di 

Marco et al., 2005). Different half-maximal inhibitory concentrations (EC50) of JT-

16 have been reported. Previous reports show different EC50 values for JT-16 

ranging from 0.8 to 5.2 µM against HCV sunbgenomic replicon 1b (Jan et al., 2008; 

Ahmed–Belkacem et al., 2010; Delang et al., 2011). Different mutations T389A, 

T389S, P495A and P496S showing resistance to JT-16 have also been identified in 

the NS5B of 1b replicon replicating stably in Huh 9-13 cell line in the presence of 

increasing concentration of JT-16 (Delang et al., 2012). 
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2.4.6 Thiophene Carboxylic Acid (TCA) 

 Thiopene based NNI inhibitors of HCV polymerase were discovered by Shire 

Biochem Inc which binds to thumb 2 allosteric site of NS5B and inhibits its RNA 

synthesis activity (Love et al., 2003). Thiopene carboxylic acid is one thiopene based 

NNI inhibitor of NS5B. It is hydrophobic in nature and is best fit for interacting with 

thumb domain 2 of NS5B which is also hydrophobic in nature. Hydrophobic 

residues L419, M423, L474, and W528 constitute the thumb 2 domain of RdRp of 

HCV. Mutations L419M, M423I/V/T and I482L identified in the thumb 2 domains 

of NS5B were found to confer resistance to TCA (Le et al., 2006; Delang et al., 

2012). Different concentrations (EC50) of TCA at which there is 50% reduction in 

replication of HCV 1b replicon have been reported ranging from 0.08 to 0.6 

micromoles (Jan et al., 2008; Delang et al., 2012). 

2.4.7 Benzofuran HCV-796 

 The HCV-796 is another NNI inhibitor of HCV polymerase that interacts with 

palm 2 domain. It suppresses HCV replication with low reported EC50 values of 3.4-

30 nM (Jan et al., 2008; Kneteman et al., 2009; Delang et al., 2012). Benzofuran 

HCV-796 has been sanctioned by FDA for the phase II clinical trials following better 

inhibitory results in mouse model (Kneteman et al., 2009). But owing to its adverse 

effect of hepatotoxicity, this inhibitor was terminated (Feldstein et al., 2009). 

Mutations C316F/Y, S365A/T and M414I found in the palm 2 domain of NS5B have 

been shown to confer resistance to HCV-796 (Howe et al., 2008).  

2.4.8 Setrobuvir/ANA598 (Benzothiadiazine)  

 Setrobuvir an NNI inhibitor of NS5B was found in the compounds library of 

GlaxoSmithKline with binding affinity for palm 1 domain of HCV polymerase 

(Dhanak et al., 2002). For HCV 1b replicon EC50 values of 3 nM (Thompson et al., 

2008) and 500 nM (Chinnaswamy et al., 2010), and 50 nM (Thompson et al., 2008) 

for 1a replicon have been reported. Setrobuvir has been shown to inhibit synthesis 

of RNA initiation, however, it does not affect elongation step of replication or once 

the initiation complex has formed (Dhanak et al., 2002; Tomei et al., 2004). In vitro 

resistance selection demonstrates that M414T, C451R, G558R, and H95R pose 

resistance to setrobuvir (Tomei et al., 2004). Use of setrobuvir as single therapeutic 

regime or in combination with pegylated-interferon plus ribavirin achieved 

significant reduction in viral load (Lawitz et al., 2010; Lawitz et al., 2009). 
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Furthermore, to achieve undetectable level of HCV RNA relatively shorter duration 

of combination therapy is required as opposed to in case of interferon plus ribavirin.   

2.4.9 Alisporivir (Debio 025/DEB025) 

 Alisporivir is a host targeted HCV inhibitor. It binds to and inhibits cyclophilin 

A (CypA) enzyme. Structurally alisporivir is similar to and is derivative of 

cyclosporine A, an immunosuppressant drug. In vitro study shows that alisporivir 

inhibits replication of HCV 1b replicon with 10.4 fold more potency and lower 

toxicity than cyclosporine A (Paeshuyse et al., 2006). Alisporivir is comparatively 

well-tolerated than cyclosporine A and synergistically reduces HCV infection when 

used in combination with interferon in mice harboring humanized hepatocytes and 

infected with HCV (Inoue et al., 2007). Alisporivir also shows additive effect in 

combination with IFN, HCV protease and polymerase inhibitors against HCV 1b 

replicon and clears replicon from the cells alone or in combination with IFN, HCV 

protease and polymerase inhibitors (Coelmont et al., 2008).  Owing to its ability of 

targeting host cyclophilin A, alisporivir serve as pangenotypic HCV inhibitor, shows 

high barrier to occurrence of resistance and does not allow cross resistance to other 

DAA (Galley and Lin, 2013).  

 In phase 1 clinical trial of 14 days, 1200 mg of alisporivir twice a day reduced 

viral load by 3.63 log patients infected with HCV genotypes 1, 2 and 3 (Flisiak et 

al., 2008). None of patients were found with resistance emergence and viral break 

through during treatment (Flisiak et al., 2008).  However, viral break through was 

observed after the treatment (Flisiak et al., 2008). Most common adverse effects 

associated with alisporivir such as abdominal pain, feeling hot, vomiting, fatigue, 

and pyrexia were found dose independent (Flisiak et al., 2008). In phase II clinical 

trial of 29 days, 90 untreated patients were subjected to 200, 600, or 1000 mg of 

alisporivir plus pegylated-interferon alpha or 1000 mg of DEB-025 alone (Flisiak et 

al., 2009).  Reduction in the viral load was dose dependent in patients received dual 

therapy of alisporivir plus ribavirin (Flisiak et al., 2009). Moreover, dual therapy 

was found more effective than monotherapy of alisporivir. However, no viral break 

through was observed at 28–116 weeks of post-treatment following alisporivir 

monotherapy concluding that sustained virologic response is associated with short 

term monotherapy of alisporivir. The antiviral activity of different doses of 

alisporivir and pegylated-interferon alpha plus ribavirin was evaluated in 288 

genotype 1 patients for following either 24 or 48 weeks of treatment (Flisiak et al., 
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2011). An improved SVR of 53-73% was observed at end of 24 weeks of treatment 

showing that duration and dose of alisporivir do not affect response of patients when 

used in combination with pegylated-interferon plus ribavirin. Furthermore, the 

pattern of adverse effects was comparable for 24 and 48 weeks of treatment duration. 

Another study was carried out that included 385 untreated patients infected either 

with HCV genotype 2 or 3 (Pawlotsky et al., 2012). Antiviral activity of alisporivir 

was analyzed for 24 weeks alone or with pegylated-interferon alpha or with 

ribavirin. The SVR was very high i.e. more than 75% for patients treated either with 

alisporivir alone or in combination with pegylated-interferon alpha/ribavirin 

whereas 58% patients who received pegylated-interferon alpha plus ribavirin 

achieved SVR (Pawlotsky et al., 2012). This reveals that alisporivir alone or 

combining with pegylated-interferon/ribavirin provides a striking therapeutic 

regime for HCV genotype 2 and 3 infections.  

2.4.10 Statins 

 Statins are group of drugs which are used extensively for treatment of 

hypercholesterolemia by inhibiting 3-hydroxy-3-methyl-glutaryl coenzyme A 

(HMG-CoA) reductase. The HMG-CoA reductase catalyzes a rate-limiting step in 

the cholesterol biosynthetic pathway. It has been shown that acute HCV infection of 

chimpanzee is associated with induction of ATP citrate lyase implicated in the 

biosynthesis of cholesterol and fatty acid (Su et al., 2002). Furthermore, drugs 

regulation of cholesterol and fatty acid biosynthesis modulate in vitro replication of 

HCV subgenomic replicon (Su et al., 2002). Similarly, upregulation of cholesterol 

and fatty acid biosynthetic pathway genes results from the transfection of Huh7 cells 

with HCV full length RNA (Kapadia and Chisari, 2005). All these together with 

involvement of LDL receptor in HCV entry and formation of VLDL particles and 

HCV complex (Delang et al., 2009) demonstrate that various components of 

cholesterol and fatty acid biosynthetic pathway are critical for the effective HCV 

replication. The exact mechanism of how statins serve as the antiviral agent is still 

be explored, however, statins mediated prevention of cellular protein 

geranylgeranylation rather than inhibition of cholesterol biosynthetic pathway has 

been associated with the anti-HCV potential of statins (Verpalan et al, 2014). 

Various in vitro studies reveal that statins suppress HCV replication (Ye et al., 2003; 

Kapadeia et al., 2005; Ikeda et al., 2006; Amemiya et al., 2008; Delang et al., 2009). 

Among the different types of statins, pravastatin possesses no antiviral activity 
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whereas fluvustatin has retlatively high potency against HCV (Delang et al., 2009; 

Vere et al., 2012). Addition of statins to the pegylated-interferon plus ribavirin 

regime has been proved to improve SVR rate and poses no safety issues (Bader et 

al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2013; Verpalan et al., 2014). However, some clinical trials 

show that use of statins in combination with pegylated-interferon plus ribavirin does 

not potentiate virologic response (O’Leary et al., 2007; Shavakhi et al., 2014).  

2.4.11 AL-9 

  An inhibitor of PI4KIIIα, AL9 is a member of 4-anilino quinazoline class of 

compounds with reported anti-HCV potential (Bianco et al., 2012). Most of RNA 

viruses replicate in the rearranged cellular structures rich in phosphatidylinositol-4-

phosphate (PI4P) formed by the recruited phosphatidylinositol-4-kinases (PI4Ks) 

(Hsu et al., 2010; Sasaki et al., 2012; Greninger et al., 2012; Arita et al., 2011). Like 

other RNA viruses, HCV also requires PI4Ks to replicates (Li et al., 2009; Tai et al., 

2009; Vaillancourt et al., 2009; Supekova et al., 2008; Berger et al., 2009; Reiss et 

al., 2011; Trotard et al., 2009; Borawski et al., 2009; Tai et al., 2011; Berger et al., 

2011). An isoform of PI4K, PI4KIIIα is believed to interact with NS5A and is 

involved in the formation of membranous web (Reiss et al., 2011; Berger et al., 

2011; Bishe et al., 2012). However, role of another isoform of PI4K, PI4KIIIβ seems 

to genotype specific and is implicated in the replication of 1b (Hsu et al., 2010). In 

order to overcome the issue of resistance emergence and genotype specific response 

associated with direct antivirals agents, inhibitors targeting host factors involved in 

the viral life cycle of HCV are being explored. For this purpose, AL-9 was explored 

for the anti-HCV potential and has been found to inhibit PI4KIIIα and formation of 

membranous webs in vitro (Bianco et al., 2012). Furthermore, AL-9 alters 

subcellular localization of NS5A and depletes PI4P from membranous webs (Bianco 

et al., 2012). 

2.4.12 Nitazoxanide (NTZ) And Tizoxanide (TIZ) 

 Nitazoxanide and its metabolite tizoxanide belong to thiazolide group of 

compounds initially known for treatment of protozoal infections and now are 

regarded as antibacterial (anaerobic), antiprotozoal and antiviral (Fox and 

Saravolatz, 2005; Pankuch and Appelbaum, 2006; Rossignol et al., 2006a; 
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Rossignol and El-Gohary, 2006b). Nitazoxanide is highly potent against diarrhea 

and enteritis infections (Amadi et al., 2002; Ortiz et al., 2001; Rossignol et al., 2001, 

2005, 2006b). Therapeutic potential of NTZ has also been described in rotavirus and 

norovirus associated gastroenteritis (Musher et al., 2006; Rossignol et al., 2006a; 

Rossignol and El-Gohary, 2006). In vitro study shows that NTZ and TIZ suppress 

replication of HBV and HCV and exhibit synergistic effect in combination with 

lamivudine (LMV) or adefovir dipovoxil (ADV) and interferon alpha or 2’CmeC 

against HBV and HCV respectively (Korba et al., 2008). The EC50 of 0.13 and 0.15 

µM of NTZ and TIZ were found against HCV (Korba et al., 2008). In various clinical 

trials, nitazoxanide improves SVR when combined with pegylated-interferon or 

pegylated-interferon plus ribavirin in patients infected with HCV genotypes 1, 2 and 

4 (Rossignol et al., 2007; Rossignol et al., 2009; Rossignol et al., 2010). Like 

interferon NTZ also activates protein kinase R (PKR) by induction of its 

autophosphorylation (Elazar et al., 2009). The activated PKR inhibits eukaryotic 

initiation factor-2α (eIF2α) by causing its phosphorylation. Inhibition of eIF2α leads 

to inhibition of cellular mRNA translation causing cell to deprive from proteins 

serving as antiviral mechanism of cell (Elazar et al., 2009). 

2.4.13 Silymarin 

 Milk thistle extract, silymarin is a mixture of 7 flavonolignans (Kroll et al., 2007) 

and is the most widely consumed herbal extract used for treatment of HCV infection 

(Seeff et al., 2008). Silibinin is a component of silymarin which consist of silybin A 

and B (NCCAM, 2003). A numbers of activities such as anti-oxidant, anti-

inflammatory, anti-proliferative, anti-fibrotic, anti-viral and immuno-modulatory 

associated silymarin have been described (NCCAM 2003). A derivative of silibinin 

is SIL formed by covalent binding of two succinate group to silybin A and B 

(Wagoner et al., 2011). SIL is used intravenously and act as antidote for mushroom 

poisoning (Cavalieri et al., 2007).  

 The anti-HCV activity attributed to silymarin is because it blocks entry and 

fusion HCV, expression of RNA into viral proteins and production of infectious 

virions (Wagoner et al., 2010; 2011; Dahari et al., 2011; Polyak et al., 2013). It has 

been shown in previous reports that at high concentration silymarin and its 

component silibinin inhibits NS5B activity (Ahmed-Belkacem et al., 2010; Polyak 
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et al., 2010; Wagoner et al., 2010; 2011) but do not suppress replication of different 

HCV genotypes replicons (Wagoner et al., 2010).  Recently the anti-HCV 

mechanism of SIL has been established in vitro and in vivo and found resistance 

mutation to SIL in the NS4B of HCV presumed that NS4B is a possible target of 

SIL (Esser-Nobis et al., 2012). Moreover, antiviral activity of SIL against HCV was 

found to be genotype-specific with highest activity against 1a and 1b replicons in 

contrast to genotype 2a (Esser-Nobis et al., 2012).   

 In clinical trials, intravenous injection of SIL (Ferenci et al., 2008, Neumann et 

al., 2010) but not oral administration of both silymarin and silibinin (Falasca et al., 

2008, Hawke et al., 2010) was found effective in reducing viral load in HCV 

patients. Intravenous administration of SIL even improves SVR in the patients who 

did not respond to IFN/ribavirin (Rutter et al., 2011) in past and prevents also HCV 

reinfection in patients with liver transplant (Beinhardt et al., 2011). The clinical 

outcomes suggest that intravenous formulation, SIL could be serves as anti-HCV 

drug with fewer associated adverse effects.  

2.4.14 (-)-Epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG) 

 The EGCG is a catechin which belongs to flavonoids group of phytochemicals 

(Roh and Jo, 2011). The EGCG is the most abundant catechin of green tea making 

about 50-80 % of total catechin found in green tea (Khan et al., 2006). Numerous 

physicochemical properties such as anti-inflammatory, anti-oxidative, anti-bacterial, 

anti-cancer, anti-proliferative, and antiviral have been described for EGCG (Cabrera 

et al., 2006; Dona et al., 2003; Stapleton et al., 2004). Several studies show that 

EGCG works against HIV-1 (Jiang et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011; Yamaguchi et al., 

2002), adenovirus (Weber et al., 2003), herpes simplex virus (HSV) (Isaacs et al., 

2008), hepatitis B virus (HBV), Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), influenza virus, and 

enterovirus 71 (Chang et al., 2003; Ho et al., 2009; Song et al., 2005; Xu et al., 

2008). The antiviral potential of EGCG against HCV was also demonstrated. It 

inhibits the activity of HCV NS5B (Roh and Jo, 2011) and reduces in vitro infection 

of JFH1-based chimera virus though inhibition of virus entry and replication (Chen 

et al., 2012). The inhibitory effect of EGCG on the HCV entry was also studied 

using HCVpp of six different HCV genotypes and was found to block entry of 

HCVpp effectively (Calland et al., 2012). The EGCG mainly blocks entry of HCV 
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which is supported by an earlier study describing that anti-HCV activity of EGCG 

reduces when added after the infection of Huh7.5.1 cells with JFH1 infectious virus 

(Fukazawa et al., 2012). 

  

2.5  IN VITRO MODELS OF HCV 

In vitro models of HCV are inevitable to study the life cycle of HCV that 

involves different steps. To study the process of virus entry, HCV pseudo particles 

(HCVpp) have been developed. HCV cell culture (HCVcc) system was made to 

analyze the whole of process of HCV life cycle i.e. entry, translation, replication, 

assembly and release. Subgenomic replicons have been developed to assess the 

antiviral activities of different classes of HCV inhibitors which target various HCV 

proteins required for viral replication. The available in vitro experimental models 

for study of HCV are discussed following.  

2.5.1 Subgenomic Replicons 

 To study the replication of HCV and evaluate the anti-HCV potential of 

compounds, HCV subgenomic replicons are very important. The first subgenomic 

eplicon developed was based on HCV 1b genotype (Lohmann et al., 1999). The 

subgenomic 1b replicon bicistronic plasmid was developed by cloning NS3-3’UTR 

of HCV 1b and neomycin selectable marker gene under the translational control of 

ECMV IRES and HCV 5’UTR respectively. The selectable neomycin marker 

confers transfected cells resistance to neomycin antibiotic and hence is used for the 

isolation of transfected cells. The 1b subgenomic replicon was found to replicates 

and expresses stably for many years in the transfected cells (Lohmann et al., 1999; 

Pietschmann et al., 2001). Development of HCV 1b replicon paved the way for 

screening of compounds with anti-HCV potential.  

Various kinds of cell lines allow HCV replication with Huh-7 highly permissive to 

HCV replication (Blight et al., 2002). Cell lines such as Huh-7.5 and Lunet cells 

have been developed by clearing replicon RNA from Huh-7 and were found highly 

permissible for HCV replication (Blight et al., 2002; Friebe et al., 2005). Several 

adaptive mutations have been identified in NS3, NS4B and NS5A of HCV making 

the replicon replicative efficient in cell culture (Lohmann et al., 2001; Lohmann et 

al., 2003; Krieger et al., 2001; Blight et al., 2000; Blight et al., 2003). Based on the 

concept of 1b subgenomic replicon, subgenomic replicons for other HCV genotypes 
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such as 1a (Robinson et al., 2010), 2a (Moriishi and Matsuura, 2007), 3a (Saeed et 

al., 2012, Yu et al., 2013) and 4a (Peng et al., 2012, Saeed et al., 2012) have been 

developed.  

2.5.2 Infectious HCV Cell Culture System 

 The HCV subgenomic replicons system provides insights in to the process of 

HCV replication. However, it lacks information about the entry, assembly and 

release of HCV. The problems associated with infectious systems were their 

inability to assemble viral proteins in to mature virions and subsequently their 

release (Aly et al., 2012). The cell culture adaptive accountable for efficient 

replication might render infectious models disable to HCV assembly and release 

(Blight et al., 2000; Pietschmann et al., 2002).  

 The issue went on until the discoveries of JFH1 isolate (Aly et al., 2012). The 

JFH1-based subgenomic replicon replicates 20 times faster without replicative 

adaptive mutations in Huh-7 than 1b replicons (Kato et al., 2001). The full length 

JFH1 or JFH1/J6 chimera are capable of infection and production of infectious HCV 

particles in cultured cells, chimeric mice and chimpanzee. The structural genes, p7 

and NS2 genes of JFH1 were replaced with their respective genes of different 

genotype to construct JFH1-based full length chimeras of all seven HCV genotypes. 

However, these intergenotypic chimeras were found to have reduced efficiency of 

infectious particles than the parent JFH1 (Yi et al., 2007; Pietschmann et al., 2007; 

Gottwein et al., 2009). The intergenotypic recombinants provide an opportunity to 

assess genotype-specific response of HCV towards entry inhibitors.  Full length 

infectious model for genotype 1a (H77-S) with replicative adaptive mutations has 

also been developed with comparable replication efficiency to JFH1 (Yi et al., 

2006). However, it is relatively inefficient of producing infectious virions (Yi et al., 

2006).   

2.5.3 Blood-Derived HCV Infection Model 

 The JFH1 infection is based on a HCV genotype 2a isolated from Japanese HCV 

patient with fulminant hepatitis. Hepatitis C virus is genetically very diverse with 

seven major genotypes and more than 100 subtypes. So there is a need to develop an 

in vitro system bbHCV that can support replication and subsequent infectious 

particles of HCV derived patient’s blood. The Huh7 cell lines do not support the 

whole life cycle of HCV derived from derived patient’s blood (Aly et al., 2007). 

Several bbHCV models have been developed (Ikeda et al., 1998; Chong et al., 2006; 
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Molina et al., 2008) but have low potentials to replicate and produce infectious 

particles. The inability of infected Huh7 to proliferate longer is the main reason of 

bbHCV model failure. In order to make hepatocyte proliferative efficient to bbHCV 

specialized HuS-E/2 cells were developed by transduction of HPV18 E6 and E7 

oncogenes in to primary hepatocyte (Aly et al., 2012). Suppression of interferon 

regulatory factor-7 (IRF-7) of HuS-E/2 cells led further to the improvement of 

replication and formation of bbHCV infectious virions (Aly et al., 2012). The HuS-

E/2 cells helped in many important developments such as in vitro analysis of HCV 

genotypes infection and replication other than JFH1, studies of HCV inhibitors and 

study of interaction between innate immunity and HCV (Aly et al., 2012). 

2.5.4 HCV Pseudo Particle (HCVpp)  

 It is of prime importance to fully understand the interaction of HCV with host 

receptors followed by viral entry in to host cells. For this purpose, HCV pseudo type 

particles were developed. The HCVpp are HCV E1 and E2 surface carrying 

enveloped shell of retrovirus Gag-pol which enclose a reporter gene of either of 

luciferase or green florescent proteins (GFP). The HCVpp are produced by 

transfecting Human embryo kidney cells (293T Cells) with three plasmids; (i) 

retroviral Gag-pol encoding plasmid (ii) HCV E1 and E2 encoding plasmid and (iii) 

luciferase or green florescent protein (GFP) encoding plasmid. The surface presence 

of HCV E1 and E2 enable HCVpp to interact with HCV receptor and enter host cell. 

On average, the 293T cells can produce 105 per ml of HCVpp particles in 

supernatant. The HCVpp can infect Huh7 cells and rate of infection can be quantified 

by luciferase activity or florescence of GFP. The HCVpp is an important in vitro 

HCV system for the study of compounds inhibiting viral entry of HCV.  
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Figure 2.4: Molecular Map of HCV subgenomic replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a 

(Robinson et al., 2010; Lohman et al., 1999; Peng et al., 2012) 

 

2.6  IN VIVO HCV MODELS  

 Although the in vitro HCV models provide important tools to study the process 

of HCV life cycle and to screen anti-HCV compounds, but the in vivo HCV models 

are inevitable to study natural way of HCV infection. So far, mice and chimpanzee 

HCV infection models have been developed.  

2.6.1 Mice Model of HCV  

 The pre-clinical testing of anti-HCV drugs require animal model to assess the 

adverse effects of drug. Chimpanzee is the only animal model that supports the HCV 
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replication. However, there are numbers of limitations associated with chimpanzee 

such as ethical constraint, high expenses and require large space for maintenance. In 

contrast, mice model has several advantages such as easy to maintain, high 

availability, low cost and shorter life span. The available mice model for HCV is 

uPA/SCID mouse model. This model was developed by overexpression of uPA 

followed by backcrossing with immunodeficient mice and liver transplantation of 

human hepatocyte. The resultant progenies possess characteristics of uPA transgene 

over expression, immunodeficiency and chimeric liver of both mice and human 

hepatocytes. The uPA/SCID mice is capable of being infected by the serum of HCV 

patient and can develop prolonged HCV infection with high titer (Mercer et al., 

2001). 

 Recently a more effective mice model for HCV has been developed that support 

the entire life cycle of HCV (Dorner et al., 2013). This model underwent different 

phases of development. Initially it was shown that at least two human HCV receptors 

CD81 and occludin can render mice hepatocyte to be infected by HCV (Ploss et al., 

2009). Following the exploring of these receptors importance in HCV infection of 

mice hepatocytes, transgenic mice expressing CD81 and occuldin was developed 

with the ability to achieve HCV infection but failed to produce infectious virions 

(Dorner et al., 2011). In order to render the transgenic to spread the HCV infection 

to susceptible mice, the transgenic mice was crossed with immunodeficient mice 

(Dorner et al., 2013). The resultant offspring of this cross were found to support the 

whole life cycle of HCV and could transfer the infection to the susceptible mice 

(Dorner et al., 2013).  This is a great achievement that could pave way for the in 

vivo assessment of anti-HCV activity of drug.    

2.6.2 Chimpanzee Model of HCV 

 Before the gaining the name of HCV, chimpanzee was used as a host for the 

characterization of causative agent of non-A non-B hepatitis (NANBH). 

Complementary DNA encoding the antigen of NANBH was synthesized from the 

RNA and was translated to antigens that were later used to detect the antibodies 

(Choo et al., 1989). All these were experiments were performed in the chimpanzee. 

As host for HCV infection, chimpanzee contributed substantially to answers the 

questions related to the life cycle of HCV and host immune response towards HCV. 

However, HCV study in chimpanzee is limited by some facts that HCV infection in 

chimpanzee is mild and does not lead to the development of cirrhosis, fibrosis and 
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hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) with exception of one chimpanzee reported to have 

HCV-induced HCC (Muchmore et al., 1988). Moreover, interferon is ineffective in 

treatment of HCV infection in chimpanzee. Preclinical testing of DAAs is underway 

and provided satisfactory results in the reduction of viral load (Olsen et al., 2011). 

With the recent outcomes associated DAAs in chimpanzee it is expected that 

chimpanzee will pave a way for the preclinical testing of DAAs without interferon.  
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Chapter 3 

Materials and Methods  

Plasticwares 

1.5 ml tubes, PCR tubes (0.5 ml), falcon tubes (10 ml), falcon tubes (15 ml), falcon 

tubes (50 ml), petri-dishes (100 mm), culture flasks (25 and 75 cm2), 96-wells culture 

plates, white opaque 96-well microplate, combitips (0.5, 5 and 10 ml), pipette tips 

(white, yellow and blue), VWR® 96-Well Deep Well Plates. 

Glasswares 

Reagent bottles (50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 ml), flasks (50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 

ml), pipettes (5, 10 and 25 ml) 

Reagents and Kits 

Restriction enzymes (promega), DNA ligase (promega), Rnase H (promega), Dnase 

(promega), Mung Bean Nuclease (Promega), RiboMAXTM Large scale RNA 

production system-T7 (Promega), agarose, ethidium bromide, guanosine, Promega 

Wizard Plus SV Miniprep kit, Promega Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up kit, 

Sodium Acetate (3 M), Ethanol, Formamide, BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle 

Sequencing Kit, Qiagen RNeasy Mini kit, penicillin (Gibco), streptomycin (Gibco), 

Geneticin® (G418; Gibco), DMRIE (1,2-dimyristyloxy-propyl-3-dimethyl-hydroxy 

ethyl ammonium bromide), Qiagen OneStep RT-PCR kit, dNTPs, RNase inhibitor, 

0.25%Trypsin-EDTA (Gibco).  

Buffers and Media 

TBE buffer [(Tris-borate-EDTA) recipe: Tris Base 540 g, Boric Acid 275 g and 200 

ml of 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0) in final volume of 1000 ml], 

 Phosphate buffered saline (recipe: dissolve 8g of NaCl, 0.2g of KCl, 1.44g of 

Na2HPO4 and 0.24g of KH2PO4 in distilled water to make the final volume up to 

1000 ml and 2. Adjust pH to 7.4),  

Steady-Glo lysis buffer (promega), 

Renilla Luciferase assay kit (promega),  

SOC medium [(Super Optimal broth with Catabolite repression) recipe: dissolve 2g 

Bacto Tryptone, 0.5g Bacto Yeast Extract, 0.2ml of 5M NaCl, 0.25ml of 1M KCl, 
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1ml of 1M MgCl2, 1ml of 1M MgSO4, 2ml of 1M glucose in in distilled water to 

make the final volume up to 100 ml and then sterilize by autoclaving],  

Luria Broth Medium (recipe: dissolve 10g of tryptone, 10g of NaCl and 5g of yeast 

extract in distilled water to make the final volume up to 1000 ml and 2. Adjust pH 

to 7.0 and finally sterilize by autoclaving),  

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM), Opti-MEM® (Gibco),  

Complete DMEM (containing 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1x 

non-essential amino acids, 100 IU/ penicillin and 100 µg/ml streptomycin). 

Cell Lines 

Huh5-2 Cell Lines, Lunet Cell lines and 51 cells (a derivative of Huh-Lunet cells). 

Constructs 

The following plasmids harboring HCV subgenomic replicons were used in the 

study:  

1. I389luc-ubi-neo/NS3-3′/5.1 (1b bicistronic reporter replicon) 

2. pH/SG-RlucNeo (L+I) (H77 strain derived 1a subgenomic replicon) 

3. pFK_I389LucNS3-3'_JFH_dg (2a subgenomic replicon) 

4. pFK_I389LucNeoNS3-3'_JFH_dg (2a subgenomic replicon) 

5. pGT4aED43SG (4a subgenomic replicon) 

Softwares 

The following softwares were used in the study: Serial cloner 2.6 

1. Vector NTi 11 

2. ContigExpress  

3. CLC main workbench  

 

3.1  CLONING OF NEOMYCIN RESISTANCE GENE IN HCV 2A    

SUBGENOMIC REPLICON pFK_I389LucNS3-3'_JFH_dg 

In order to generate stable cell line expressing the subgenomic replicon, 

neomycin selectable marker is required. The HCV subgenomic replicons are 

bicistronic plasmids that possess NS3-3’UTR segment of HCV genomes under the 

translational control of ECMV (Encephalomycocarditis Virus) IRES (Internal 

Ribosome Entry Site). The subgenomic replicon 2a (pFK_I389LucNS3-3'_JFH_dg) 
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was deficient of neomycin resistance selectable marker. For this purpose, fire fly 

luciferase gene of 2a subgenomic replicon pFK_i389LucNS3-3'_JFH_dg was 

replaced with neomycin resistance gene and fire fly luciferase containing segment 

of subgenomic replicon 1b (Con1) through restriction digestion and subsequent 

ligation.  

3.1.1 Restriction Digestion and Ligation 

Plasmid DNA isolated with Promega Wizard Plus SV Minniprep kit from an 

overnight culture of E.coli transformed with subgenomic replicon 1b and 2a was 

digested with XbaI and NotI restriction enzymes for 2 hours at 37C0. Digest products 

of both plasmid DNA were evaluated on agarose gel containing 1 mmol/L 

concentration of guanosine (To protect DNA damage from UV light). DNA 

fragment of 1b containing fire fly luciferase and neomycin resistance gene, and 2a 

plasmid DNA fragment without fire fly luciferase were excised from the gel 

followed by purification with Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up kit according to 

manufacturer’s protocol. The insert (Fire fly luciferase + Neomycin resistance gene) 

was ligated in to plasmid of 2a subgenomic replicon with Promega T4 DNA ligase 

following overnight incubation at 15 C0. Quantity of insert for ligation reaction was 

determined by formula: 

 

 

Molar ratio of 1:1 for insert to vector was used.  

3.1.2 Transformation 

Ligation product thus produced was cloned in chemically competent 

OmniMAX E.coli strain. The protocol followed is described here briefly; 4ul of 

ligation product was mixed with 50 ul of OmniMAX and was incubated at ice for 

30 minutes. Cells were subjected to a brief heat shock at 42C0 for 30 seconds 

followed by an immediate incubation at ice for 5 minutes. OmniMAX was mixed 

with 200 ul of SOC medium and incubated in shaker incubator at 37C0 for one hour. 

Following incubation, OmniMAX culture in SOC (Super Optimal broth with 

Catabolite repression) was poured and spread on LB agar plates supplemented with 

100ug/mL of ampicillin and placed overnight in inverted position in incubator at 

37C0 and 5% CO2. On next day, few colonies were picked with toothpick and dipped 

in LB medium (containing 100ug/mL ampicillin) followed by overnight incubation 

in shaker incubator at at 37C0 and 5% CO2.  Following overnight culture of 
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OmniMAX transformed with recombinant plasmid of 2a subgenomic replicon, 

plasmid DNA was isolated with Promega Wizard Plus SV Minniprep kit.  

3.1.3 Verification of Insert 

To find out whether or not plasmid of 2a subgenomic replicon contain insert, 

restriction analysis of plasmid was evaluated on the agarose gel followed by 

sequencing. Nucleotide sequences were determined by automated sequences using 

BigDye v 3.1. sequencing system as reported before (Applied Biosystems) (Delang 

et al., 2011). Primers used for sequencing are shown in table 3.1.    

Protocol followed for sequencing reaction and post-sequencing reaction is as 

follow;  

Table 3.2: Reaction profile of sequecing reaction 

Sequencing reaction 

Sequencing Mix 2 µl 

Sequencing Buffer 1 µl 

DNA 150-300 ng 

Primer (5 µM) 1 µl 

Nuclease Free (NF) Water Too make the final volume up to 10 µl 

Total Reaction Volume 10 µl 

 

Table 3.3: PCR profile of sequecing 

Sequencing PCR Program 

Step 1 Pause 96°C 

Step 2 2 minutes 96°C 

Step 3 25 Cycles 

30 sec 96°C 

15 sec 50°C 

4 min 60°C 

Step 3 Pause 4°C 
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Purification of Sequencing Product: 

1. Increased volume of the sample by adding 10µl water to the sample 

2. Added 1/10 volume (2µl) of 3M sodium acetate (NaAc) and  2.5 times 

volume (50µl) of 100%  ethanol.  

3. Vortexed 

4. Incubated at 4°C overnight 

5. Centrifuged for 30 min at 4°C at maximum speed 

6. Removed the supernatants 

7. Added 500µl of 70% ethanol and mixed by turning the tubes upside down 

8. Centrifuged for at 15 min at 4°C  at maximum speed 

9. Removed the supernatants 

10. Dried the pellet (removed as much ethanol as possible by pipetting) 

11. Added 15µl formamide to the dried pellet 

12. Vortexed for 10sec 

13. Spin shortly (10s) 

14. Heat shocked for 2 min at 94°C  in heating block 

15. Incubated at 4°C  (ice) for 2 min  

16. Vortexed 

17. Spinn shortly 

18. Finally Nucleotide sequences were determined by automated sequences 

using BigDye v 3.1. sequencing system as reported before (Applied Biosystems) 

(Delang et al., 2011). 

 

3.2 GENERATION OF CELL LINES SUPPORTING STABLE 

REPLICATION OF GENTYPES 2A AND 4A SUBGENOMIC 

REPLICONS 

3.2.1 In vitro Transcription 

Plasmid DNA of subgenomic replicons 2a and 4a (pGT4aED43SG) isolated 

with Promega Wizard Plus SV Minniprep kit from an overnight culture of Omni 

MAX E.coli was spectrophotometrically measured for purity and concentration. Ten 

microgram of each replicon 2a and 4a plasmid DNA was linearized with Mlu and 

XbaI restrictions (Promega) respectively. The linearized plasmid was purified with 

Promega Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up kit. Single-stranded DNA at sticky 
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ends of linearized plasmids was digested using Mung Bean Nuclease (Promega) to 

avoid re-annealing of plasmids. Plasmid DNA was purified by Promega Wizard® 

SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up kit following Mung Bean Nuclease treatment. Purified 

plasmid DNA was transcribed in vitro by the RiboMAXTM Large scale RNA 

production system-T7 (promega) according to manufacturer’s instructions. After 2h 

incubation at 37oC an additional 5 µl of enzyme mix (T7) was added and the reaction 

was continued for an extra 2h at 37oC. To degrade the residual DNA RQ1 RNase 

free DNase was added to the transcription reaction. Qiagen RNeasy Mini kit was 

used to purify the in vitro transcribed RNA. Purity and concentration of RNA was 

measured by spectrophotometer.  

3.2.2 Transfection 

3.2.2.1 Electroporation 

Ten microgram of in vitro transcribed RNA of 2a subgenomic replicon was 

mixed with 400 µl suspension of 4x 106 Huh-Lunet cells (Derived from cell  clone 

that was generated by “curing” of Huh-7 with selective drug) in a cuvette with a gap 

width of 0.4 cm (VWR international, Belgium). Mixture of cells suspension and 

RNA were subjected to a single pulse of 1600 V with an ECM 830 Electro Square 

PoratorTM (BTX Harvard Apparatus). After electroporation, cells were immediatly 

transferred to 75 cm2 culture flask containing 20 ml of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle 

medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum 

(Gibco), 1x non-essential amino acids, 100 IU/ penicillin (Gibco) and 100 µg/ml 

streptomycin (Gibco). Cells containing flask was incubated overnight at 37oC in an 

atmosphere of 5% CO2. On next medium was replaced with complete fresh DMEM 

supplemented with 1 mg/ml Geneticin® (G418; Gibco). For selection of transfected 

cells, complete DMEM medium supplemented with 1 mg/ml Geneticin® and was 

refreshed twice a week until colonies of replicon harboring cells emerged. After 

emergence of replicon carrying colonies, colonial cells were trypsinized and were 

transferred to a new 75 cm2 culture flask containing 20 ml of DMEM  supplemented 

1 mg/ml Geneticin® and  were maintained at 37oC and 5% CO2 in incubator.  

3.2.2.2 Lipofection 

The yield of in vitro transcribed RNA from 2a subgenomic replicon was low; 

therefore cell lines supporting stable replication of 2a subgenomic replicon were 

generated by using lipofection. A suspension of 3 x 105 Huh-Lunet cells were seeded 
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in a 6-well plate in 3ml of complete DMEM and incubated. RNA/lipid complexes 

were prepared by mixing together 1 ml Opti-MEM® (Gibco), 12 µL of DMRIE-C 

and 5 µg of RNA in a tube. DMRIE-C is a 1:1 (M/M) liposome formulation of the 

cationic lipid DMRIE (1,2-dimyristyloxy-propyl-3-dimethyl-hydroxy ethyl 

ammonium bromide) and cholesterol in membrane-filtered water. Following 24h of 

incubation at 37oC and 5% CO2 (cells should be 80% confluent), RNA/lipid 

complexes were added immediately drop wise to the cells washed with phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS). After 4 hours of incubation, the transfection medium was 

replaced by growth medium (Complete DMEM). Following 24h of incubation, 

complete DMEM was replaced with fresh DMEM supplemented with 1 mg/ml 

Geneticin® (G418; Gibco). Negative control (transfection without RNA) was also 

included for comparison. Cells of negative control died within a week due to G418 

pressure. Medium of RNA transfected cells was refreshed twice a week and 

subcultured in to 25 cm2 flask when they appeared confluent and were growing 

healthy.  

3.2.3 Sequence Analysis of 2a and 4a Replicons RNA 

The HCV part (NS3-NS5B) of gt2a and gt4a replicons RNA was sequenced 

to analyze if any mutation has occured. For this purpose, total RNA of 2a and 4a 

replicons was isolated from 5x104 replicon cells with Qiagen RNeasy Mini kit 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Synthesis of cDNA and subsequent 

amplification were carried out with Qiagen OneStep RT-PCR kit. The Qiagen 

OneStep RT-PCR reaction profile and program were as follow; 
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Table 3.4: Reaction profile of Qiagen OneStep RT-PCR reaction 

Qiagen OneStep RT-PCR Reaction 

5x Buffer 10 µl 

10mM dNTPs 2 µl 

RNase Inhibitor 1 µl 

Primer (60 µM) 0.5 µl each 

Enzyme Mix 2 µl 

RNA 5 µl 

Nuclease Free (NF) Water 29 µl 

Total Reaction Volume 50 µl 

 

Table 3.5: PCR profile of Qiagen OneStep RT-PCR reaction 

RT-PCR Program 

Step 1 Pause 50°C 

Step 2 30 minutes 50°C 

Step 3 15 minutes 95°C 

Step 4 20 Cycles 

30 Sec 94°C 

30 Sec Annealing 

Temprature of primer 

60 Sec 72°C 

Step 5 10 minutes 72°C 

Step 3 Pause 4°C 

 

PCR product was purified using Promega Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up kit. 

The purified PCR product was sequenced using the same primers as used for RT-
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PCR (table 3.1 and table 3.6) and BigDye terminator v. 3.1. Sequencing system 

(Applied Biosystems) (detail of sequencing protocol mentioned in section 3.1).  

 

3.3     ANTIVIRAL ASSAY 

3.3.1 Cells and HCV Subgenomic Replicons 

Huh 5-2 cells carrying the genotype 1b bicistronic reporter replicon I389luc-

ubi-neo/NS3-3′/5.1 and 51 cells (a derivative of Huh-Lunet cells), which carry 

stablly replicating 1a (H77 strain) subgenomic replicon pH/SG-RlucNeo (L+I) as 

described before (Lohmann et al., 1999; Robinson et al., 2010) were used in the 

study. Subgenomic replicon 2a plasmid pFK_i389LucNeoNS3-3'_JFH_dg was 

generated from pFK_i389LucNS3-3'_JFH_dg (as described earlier in detail in 

section 3.1) and HCV 4a replicon pGT4aED43SG (Peng et al., 2012) were stably 

transfected in Huh-Lunet cells. Replicons carrying cells were cultured 75 cm2 culture 

flask containing 20 ml of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) 

supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (Gibco), 1x non-

essential amino acids, 100 IU/ penicillin (Gibco), 100 µg/ml streptomycin (Gibco) 

and 1 mg/ml G418 for 1a, 2a and 4a harboring cells and 0.5 mg/ml G418 for Huh 5-

2 cells. Cell cultures were maintained at 37 oC in an atmosphere of 5% CO2.  

3.3.2 HCV Inhibitors: 

Protease inhibitors; Telaprevir (VX-950), Boceprevir and 

Asunaprevir (BMS-650032), NS4B inhibitors; Anguizole and Clemizole-HCl, 

NS5A inhibitor; Daclatasvir (BMS-790052), NS5B nucleoside inhibitor; Sofosbuvir 

and non-nucleoside NS5B inhibitor; Setrobuvir, Benzimidazole JT-16, Thiophene 

Carboxylic Acid (TCA), Benzufuran HCV-796, were among the direct acting 

antivirals (DAA) used in the study. Non-direct acting antivirals (Non-DAA) tested 

in the study were Alisporivir (Debio-025), 4-anilino quinazoline prototype AL-9, 

Fluvustatin, Nitazoxanide (NTZ) and its metabolite Tizoxanide (TIZ), Sylimarin a 

milk thistle extract and its component Silibinin, (−)-Epigallocatechin  gallate 

(EGCG) and Interferon α. Antiviral activities of six novel compounds represented 

by their respective codes RSHCNS5B_0003, RSHCNS5B_0014, 

RSHCNS5B_0015, RSHCNS5B_0058, RSHCNS5B_0066 and RSHCNS5B_0078 

were evaluated in cell lines supporting stable replication of subgenomic replicons 

based on HCV genotypes 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a.
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3.3.3 Antiviral Assay With Huh 5-2 Cells, 1a and 2a Replicon Cells 

Antiviral assay was performed as described earlier (Delang et al., 2009). 

Genotype 1b, 1a and 2a replicons contained luciferase gene, so luciferase activity 

reflects replication rate of these replicons. Briefly, replicons containing cells grown 

in 75cm2 flasks were trypsinized when they were 80% confluent. Cells were counted 

with coulter count and were seeded at a density of 5x 103 cells per well in a 96-well 

cell culture plate in complete DMEM of 100 µl. Culture plates were incubated for 

24 hours at 37oC and in an environment of 5% CO2.  Serial dilutions of test antiviral 

compounds were prepared in complete DMEM. The highest concentration at which 

there is maximum viral inhibition and minimum cytotoxicity were selected as start 

concentration for respective compounds. Replicons cells in culture plate were treated 

with dilutions of test compounds in a total volume of 100 µl per well. After treatment 

with test compounds, culture plates were incubated for 3 days. For Huh 5-2 and 

GT2a replicons cells, firefly luciferase activity was measured by using the Steady-

Glo luciferase assay system (Promega). In case of GT1a replicon cells, renilla 

luciferase activity was determined with Renilla Luciferase assay system according 

to manufacturer’s protocol. Antiviral assay for each test compound was repeated 

three times independently.  

3.3.4 Antiviral Assay With 4a Replicon Cells 

Genotype 4a replicon system does not contain luciferase gene therefore 

activity of test compound can be analyzed by quantifying replicon RNA. Similar 

procedure as followed for antiviral assay with other replicons containing cells was 

used for GT4a replicons except the last step of evaluating antiviral effect of test 

compounds. The antiviral activity of test compounds was analyzed by RNA 

quantification of GT4a replicon with reverse transcription quantitative polymerase 

chain reactions (RT-qPCR) using 7500 Fast Real Time PCR (Applied Biosystems) 

as described before (Delang et al., 2011). Primers and probe used for detection of 

HCV replicon RNA were: 5’-CCG GCT ACC TGC CCA TTC-3’ (forward primer), 

5’-CCA GAT CAT CCT GAT CGA CAA G-3’(reverse primer) and 5’-FAM-ACA 

TCG CAT CGA GCG AGC ACG TAC-TAMRA-3’(probe). 

3.4      CYTOSTOXIC ASSAY  

Cytotoxicity assay was performed as described earlier (Delang et al., 2009). 

Huh 5-2, GT1a, GT2 and GT4a replicons cells were seeded at a density of 5 x 103 
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cells per well in a 96-well cell culture plates in complete DMEM without G418. 

Plates were cultured at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 24 hour. Culture medium was removed 

from the cells and were treated with 3-fold serial dilutions of the test compound in 

100 µL complete DMEM without G418 per well. Five wells were used as a cell 

control and 100 µL of complete DMEM without G418 and test compound per well 

was added to wells of cell control. Cells were culture for an additional three days at 

37°C and 5% CO2 after compound treatment. Culture medium was removed and 

cells were washed once with PBS. A volume of 100 µL of MTS/PMS solution per 

well was added to the washed cells and were incubated for 2 h at 37°C and 5% CO2. 

Absorbance was measured at 490 nm with a spectrophotometer. 

 

3.5 GENERATION OF GLOBAL CONSENSUS SEQUENCE OF 

HCV NS4B 

3.5.1 Retrieval of HCV NS4B Sequences  

The search for the protein sequences of HCV NS4B from the European HCV 

database and NCBI data bases retrieved 701 sequences (Table 3.7) belonging to 

seven genotypes and subtypes. These sequences were reported all over the world 

including USA, UK, France, China, India, Pakistan, Turkey, South, Korea, 

Australia, Taiwan, Japan, Brazil, Canada, Egypt, Spain, Denmark, Canada etc.  538 

sequences were selected for different subtypes of genotype 1 that were reported from 

USA, China, Ireland, Australia, Denmark, Russia, Turkey, Japan, India, Indonesia 

and Equatorial Guinea. For different subtypes (2a, 2b, 2c, 2i and 2k) of genotypes 2, 

32 NS4B sequences were selected that were reported from Japan, Vietnam, USA 

and Philippine.  Forty three sequences of NS4B for genotype 3 (subtypes 3a, 3g, 3i 

and 3k) of HCV submitted from Pakistan, India, Japan, United Kingdom and Canada 

were included in the study.  Thirty two sequences of NS4B of HCV genotype 4 from 

subtypes, 4a, 4b, 4d, 4f, 4g, 4i, 4k, 4m, 4n, 4o, 4p,  

4q, 4r and 4v were selected. These sequences were reported from United Kingdom, 

Canada, Egypt, USA and France. HCV genotype 5a sequences of NS4B reported 

from South Africa and China were retrieved. Forty five sequences of genotype 6 

subtypes 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d, 6e, 6f, 6g, 6h, 6i, 6j, 6k, 6l, 6m, 6n, 6o, 6p, 6q, 6t with their 

origin from Thailand, Canada, Vietnam, China, Hong Kong and USA were used in 
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the current study. A single available NS4B sequence of 7a was used as a 

representative of genotype 7.  

3.5.2 Development of Consensus Sequence 

The NS4B Protein sequences of all six genotypes were fed to CLC main 

workbench software to generate consensus sequence of each genotype. The 

consensus sequences of six genotypes thus constructed in CLC main workbench 

software along with single 7a sequence were subjected to alignment in CLC 

workbench to generate NS4B global consensus sequence of all seven genotypes. 

3.5.3 Peptide Designing and Phylogenetic Analysis  

Different motifs and domains of NS4B were analyzed to find out variation 

using HCV NS4B global consensus sequence. From HCV NS4B global consensus 

sequence alignment, short stretches of amino acids were selected from highly  

conserved region of HCV NS4B. These short peptides could be good targets for 

potential vaccine testing and development. Phylogenetic analysis was done by 

aligning first all 701 NS4B sequences in CLC workbench followed by drawing 

phylogenetic tree using UPGMA method. 
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Table 3.8: List of apparatus and instruments used in the study

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Serial No Name Company 

1 PCR Applied Biosystem 

2 Shaker Incubator Biosan 

3 Sequencer Applied Biosystem 

4 Heat Block VWR 

5 Vortexer VWR 

6 Centrifuge Eppendorf 

7 

ECM 830 Electro 

Square PoratorTM 

BTX Harvard 

Apparatus 

8 Laminar Flow Cabinet Thermo Scientific 

9 

Automatic Cell 

Counter 

JH BIO Innovations 

10 Pipetman Eppendorf 

11 

Multi Channel 

Pipetman 

Eppendorf 

12 Pipet Aid XP Pipette 

Drummond Scientific 

Company 

13 Repeater Pipette Eppendorf 

14 Incubator Thermo Scientific 

15 

Microplate Reader 

FLUOstar OPTIMA 

BMG LABTECH 

16 

7500 Fast Real Time 

PCR 

Applied Biosystems 
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Chapter 4 

Results 

Worldwide, 170 million people are chronically infected with hepatitis C 

virus (HCV) (Lavanchy, 2011). HCV is a major cause of potentially life-threatening 

liver diseases such as fibrosis, cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma (Saeed et al., 

2012). The development of prophylactic vaccines for the prevention of HCV 

infections has been shown to be very challenging (Baumert et al., 2014). In recent 

years a number of highly potent drugs have been developed to treat HCV infections. 

Direct acting antivirals (DAAs) that are still used in combination with IFN and/or 

ribavirin are either protease inhibitors such as telaprevir, boceprevir or simeprevir 

(available as Incivek, Victrelis and Olysio respectively) or a nucleotide NS5B 

polymerase inhibitor sofosbuvir (available as Sovaldi®) (Petta and Craxì, 2015). 

Recently, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved the combination, 

sofosbuvir with the NS5A inhibitor ledipasvir (Harvoni®), to treat patients infected 

with HCV. 

A comparative study was designed to compare side-by-side of the in vitro 

anti-HCV activity of different classes of HCV inhibitors (both DAA and non-

DAA/immunomodulators) against genotypes 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a (using the respective 

subgenomic replicons). To this panel belong a plethora of compounds either 

approved for the treatment of HCV infections or in (clinical) development or 

compounds that have been approved for other indications (such as the cholesterol 

lowering statins) but that exhibit also anti-HCV activity or molecules as well as a 

number of compounds for which anti-HCV activity has been reported and that may 

be further explored for this indication. 

 Besides the reference panel, six novel compounds were also evaluated for 

the anti-HCV activity against HCV subgenomic replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a (using 

the respective subgenomic replicons).  

Furthermore, an in silico study was planned also to generate global 

consensus sequence of 701 HCV NS4B protein sequences reported from different 

regions of world. In future, this would be very helpful to design novel pangenotypic 

NS4B inhibitors using global consensus sequence as a representative of all HCV 

genotypes.  
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4.1  IN VITRO EVALUATION OF A PANEL OF REFERENCE 

ANTIVIRALS AGAINST SUBGENOMIC REPLICONS 1A, 1B, 

2A AND 4A.  

 In order to explore an effective therapeutic regime for HCV infection, a 

number of compounds with anti-HCV activity have been developed. Some of them 

have been approved for therapeutic use and most have reached to the advance phase 

of clinical trials. Majority of these anti-HCV compounds have been developed and 

examined for antiviral effect against HCV genotype 1 because of its worldwide 

distribution and its available in vitro system. So there is a clear need to evaluate their 

efficacy against other genotypes as well. For this purpose, in the current a panel of 

antiviral compounds was studied against HCV genotypes 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a.  

The panel of reference antiviral compounds included, viral enzyme inhibitors against 

proteases as well as polymerases and various immunomodulators such as food 

additives extracted from green tea. In this part of the study the following antiviral 

and immunomodulatory compounds were used: 

(i) Three NS3 protease inhibitors i.e. Telaprevir, Boceprevir and 

Asunaprevir; the latter of which is in advanced clinical development (Li 

et al., 2014), 

(ii) two NS4B targeting compounds (anguizole and clemizole) (Einav et al., 

2010, Choiet al., 2013),  

(iii) an NS5A inhibitor daclatasvir, 

(iv) a nucleoside (NS5B) polymerase inhibitors sofosbuvir, 

(v) four non-nucleoside inhibitors of polymerase inhibitors; benzimidazoles 

(JT-16), thiophenescarboxylic acid (TCA), benzothiadiazine 

(Setrobuvir/ANA598) and benzofurans (HCV-796) which target 

respectively the NNI-Site A/thumb 1,  NNI-Site B/thumb 2, NNI-Site 

C/palm 1, and NNI-Site D/palm 2 allosteric sites of the enzyme 

(Salvatierra et al., 2013), 

(vi) A known host targeting antivirals i.e. cyclophylin binding compound 

Alisporivir (Coelmontet al., 2010) and the PI4KIIIα inhibitor AL-9 

(Biancoet al., 2012).  

(vii) A set of inhibitors were included also that can be repurposed to treat HCV 

and hence cut therapeutic costs (e.g. nitazoxanide and fluvustatin) or can 
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serve as potential cost-efficient alternatives to the currently marketed 

drugs (e.g. food additive epigallocatechin gallate). This panel includes 

the broad spectrum anti-infective nitazoxanide (NTZ) and its active 

metabolite tizoxanide (TIZ) (Korba et al., 2008), Silymarin (Wagoneret 

al., 2010) a milk thistle extract and its active component Silibinin 

(Blaisinget al., 2013) and the food additive Epigallocatechin gallate 

(EGCG) (Roh et al., 2011) from green tea which also exhibit antiviral 

activity against HCV.  

Most of the non-DAA such as statins (Ulivieri and Baldari, 2014) 

nitazoxanide (Glisoni and Sosnik, 2014) silymarin (Adeyemo et al., 2013, 

Gharagozloo et al., 2013a &b) silibinin (Narayanapillai et al., 2014, Souza et al., 

2012) and EGCG (Wang et al., 2014, D'Arena et al., 2013) have been shown to play 

an immunomodulatory role in various studies.  

4.1.1 Generation of Plasmid pFK_I389LucNeoNS3-3’_JFH_dg 

In vitro testing of antiviral compounds against different HCV genotypes 

requires respective subgenomic replicons which can stably replicate in cell. The 

HCV subgenomic plasmids are bicistronic plasmids that contain NS3-3’UTR region 

and 5’UTR (5’untranslated region) of HCV. The ECMV (Encephalomyocarditis 

Virus) IRES (Internal Ribosomal Entry Site) mediates the translation of NS3-3’UTR 

and 5’UTR that of neomycin selectable marker.  

For the comparative in vitro evaluation of antivirals, HCV subgenomic 

replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a were used. All the replicons except 2a contained the 

selectable markers in order to replicate stably in the Huh7 and its derivative cell 

lines.  Subgenomic replicon 2a plasmid pFK_i389LucNS3-3’_JFH_dg was deficient 

of neomycin resistance selectable marker. Stable transfection and selection of 2a 

replicon cells need neomycin resistance gene. For this purpose, neomycin resistance 

cassette was cloned from 1b replicon plasmid (pFK389Iluc-replicon) in 

pFK_I389LucNS3-3’_JFH_dg. Cloning was planned first in silico using 

SerialCloner and Vector NTI11 softwares. Cloning strategy involved excision of 

fragment containing fire fly luciferase and neomycin resistance genes followed by 

evaluation on agarose gel and purification, and finally ligation in linearized vector 

of pFK_I389LucNS3-3’_JFH_dg.  Whole strategy has been diagrammatically 
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shown in figure 4.1 and 4.2. The resultant plasmid pFK_I389LucNeoNS3-

3’_JFH_dg (figure 4.2) was transformed in OmniMAX E.coli followed by culturing 

on LB (Luria Broth) agar plate. Colonies grown on LB agar plates supplemented 

with penicillin were cultured in LB medium to increase the yield of plasmid.    
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Figure 4.1: Cloning of Neomycin resistance gene in subgenomic replicon 2a 

(pFK_i389LucNS3-3’_JFH_dg). Plasmid pFK_i389LucNeoNS3-3’_JFH_dg was 

generated by replacing luciferase fragment of 2a replicon (pFK_i389LucNS3-

3’_JFH_dg) with 1b replicon (pFK389Iluc-replicon) fragment containing luciferase 

and neomycin resistance gene.  
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Figure 4.2: Representative image showing molecular map of 2a replicon plasmid 

pFK_I389LucNeoNS3-3’_JFH_dg. Cloned fragment from 1b replicon 

(pFK389Iluc-replicon) containing luciferase and neomycin resistance gene is 

highlighted sky blue in colour. T7-Pm = T7 promoter, Fluc = Firefly luciferase, 

ECMV = Encephalomyocarditis Virus, Neo gene = Neomycin Resistance Gene, T7-

term = T7, UTR = Untranslated Region. 
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4.1.2 Verification/Confirmation of Plasmid pFK_I389LucNeoNS3-

3’_JFH_dg 

In order to verify the presence of cloned cassette, the recombinant HCV 2a 

plasmid was subjected to restriction analysis followed by sequencing.   

4.1.2.1 Restriction analysis of HCV 2a plasmid pFK_I389LucNeoNS3-

3’_JFH_dg 

Restriction analysis was performed to find out whether or not the cloned 

fragment is housed by Subgenomic replicon 2a plasmid pFK_i389LucNS3-

3’_JFH_dg. Initially restriction analysis was performed in silico and was later 

confirmed through in vitro. For in silico restriction analysis, recombinant plasmid 

was subjected to restriction digestion with three different restriction enzymes EcoRI, 

MluI and NotI using SerialCloner software. Enzymes used and fragments generated 

in silico through SerialCloner have been demonstrated in figure 4.3 A. In order to 

confirm the results of in silico restriction analysis, plasmid DNA of 

pFK_I389LucNS3-3’_JFH_dg isolated from overnight culture of OmniMAX, was 

incubated with restriction enzymes EcoRI, MluI and NotI. Product of digest was 

analyzed on the agarose (Figure 4.3 B). Bands sizes were compared with size of 

fragments produced in silico by using 1 kb DNA ladder.  Restriction analysis 

revealed that recombinant 2a replicon plasmid pFK_i389LucNS3-3’_JFH_dg 

housed insert containing luciferase and neomycin resistance genes from 1b replicon 

plasmid.  
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Figure 4.3: A; in silico restriction analysis of 2a subgenomic replicon plasmid 

pFK_I389LucNeoNS3-3’_JFH_dg through serial cloner. Fragments generated have 

been shown along with their base pairs sizes and restriction enzymes used.  B; in 

vitro restriction analysis of 2a subgenomic replicon plasmid, pFK_I389LucNeoNS3-

3’_JFH_dg. Plasmid DNA isolated from OmniMAX E.coli was digested with three 

restriction enzymes EcoRI, MluI and NotI that generated three fragments of different 

sizes, 7054 bp, 4045 bp and 2097 bp. Digest was evaluated on 1% agarose gel with 

1 kb DNA ladder for size comparison of bands.  
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4.1.2.2 Sequence analysis of plasmid pFK_I389LucNeoNS3-3’_JFH_dg 

       In order to verify the correct orientation of the insert, sequencing of HCV 2a 

recombinant plasmid pFK_I389LucNeoNS3-3’_JFH_dg was carried out.  

Following. Nucleotide sequences of HCV genes of 2a replicon plasmid were 

determined using HCV gene specific primers (table 3.1). Sequenced fragments 

encompassing different HCV regions of 2a replicon plasmid and DNA sequence of 

pFK_I389LucNeoNS3-3’_JFH_dg were assembled in ContigExpress of Vector NTI 

11 (Invitrogen). Sequence analysis of plasmid revealed that insert is ligated in right 

orientation as shown in the graphic pane of image of figure 4.4. Furthermore, from 

sequencing data it was find out that nucleotide sequence of 2a replicon remained 

unaffected during the cloning. Graphic pane showing alignment of sequenced 

fragments with different regions of 2a replicon plasmid has been presented in figure 

4.4.  
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Figure 4.4: Graphic Pane showing different sequencing fragments assembled with 

DNA sequence of plasmid pFK_i389LucNeoNS3-3’_JFH_dg. Sequenced 

fragments amplified with genotype 2a replicon’s specific primers were assembled 

together with DNA sequence of plasmid pFK_i389LucNeoNS3-3’_JFH_dg using 

ContigExpress of Vector NTI 11 (Invitrogen).  
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4.1.3 Generation of Cell Lines Supporting Stable Replication of Subgenomic 

Replicon 2a and 4a 

           In order to study in vitro, the inter-genotypic effect of different antiviral 

compounds a cell line is required that can support stable replication and expression 

of HCV replicon. To achieve this goal, Huh7-Lunet (generated by clearing Huh-7 

cells from 1b replicon with selective anti-HCV compounds) were transfected with 

HCV genotype 2a (pFK_i389LucNeoNS3-3’_JFH_dg) and 4a (pGT4aED43SG) 

subgenomic replicons. The in vitro transcribed RNA of pGT4aED43SG (Peng et al., 

2012) was transfected through electroporation whereas lipofection was used for 

transfection of pFK_I389LucNeoNS3-3’_JFH_dg RNA. Replicons carrying cell 

colonies were selected for after four weeks in complete DMEM (Dulbecco's 

Modified Eagle's Medium) medium supplemented with 1mg/ml Geneticin. Colonies 

were sub-cultured and expended. In order to determine the RNA sequence of 

replicons, RNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA followed by subsequent PCR 

amplification. Sequencing of both 2a and 4a replicons RNA revealed no mutation. 

The assembly of different sequenced regions of 2a and 4a replicons RNA with their 

respective plasmid DNA has been shown in figure 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. The 

stable cell lines for the 1a and 1b were already available in the lab.  
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Figure 4.5: Graphic Pane showing alignment of different fragments sequenced from 

RNA of pFK_i389LucNeoNS3-3’_JFH_dg replicating stably in the cell lines with 

its respective plasmid DNA. Sequenced fragments amplified from RNA with 

genotype 2a replicon’s specific primers were assembled together with DNA 

sequence of plasmid pFK_i389LucNeoNS3-3’_JFH_dg using ContigExpress of 

Vector NTI 11 (Invitrogen).  
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Figure 4.6: Graphic Pane showing alignment of different fragments sequenced from 

RNA of pGT4aED43SG with its respective plasmid DNA. Sequenced fragments 

amplified from RNA with genotype 4a replicon’s specific primers were assembled 

together with DNA sequence of plasmid pGT4aED43SG using ContigExpress of 

Vector NTI 11 (Invitrogen).  
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4.1.4 Comparative Assessment of Reference Antivirals against Subgenomic 

HCV Replicon Systems Based on Genotype 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a  

       The current study explores comparatively the anti-HCV activities of a panel of 

20 reference compounds using HCV subgenomic replicons derived from genotypes 

1a, 1b, 2a and 4a. Different classes of HCV inhibitors were evaluated comparatively 

which included NS3 protease inhibitors, NS4B inhibitors, NS5A inhibitor, NS5B 

inhibitors and non-direct acting antivirals/immunomodulators (Non-DAA).  

        Replicons containing cells were seeded in 96-well cell culture plate, treated 

with 3 fold serial dilutions of test compounds for 3 days followed by analyzing their 

antiviral activities either by luciferase activity for 1a, 1b and 2a replicons or by 

quantification of RNA level of 4a replicon through reverse transcription quantitative 

polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR). Antiviral assay of test compounds was 

repeated 2-5 times independently. The dose-response curves were plotted that 

correlate different concentrations of a test compound with percent viral contents 

(Luciferase activity or RNA level) of untreated controls (UTC). The concentration 

of compound at which there is maximum viral inhibition and minimum cytotoxic 

effect was selected as start concentration of respective compound for the antiviral 

assay. The EC50 (Effective Concentration 50) and CC50 (Cytotoxic Concentration 50) 

of compounds were calculated. In order to analyze the cytotoxic effect of antiviral 

compounds on different replicons cells, cytotoxic assay was performed with 

MTS/PMS solution. Dose response curves of compounds obtained from antiviral 

assay and cytotoxic assay have been shown in figures 4.7 to 4.25.  

4.1.4.1 In vitro antiviral activities of HCV NS3 inhibitors against HCV 

subgenomic replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a  

 The comparative evaluation of anti-HCV activities of three NS3 inhibitors 

telaprevir, boceprevir and asunaprevir was performed. Concentration of compound 

at which it exert maximal inhibitory effect and minimal toxic effect was selected as 

a start concentration for the antiviral assay. Among the protease inhibitors, telaprevir 

proved to be less effective against HCV genotype 4a but exhibited relatively more 

inhibitory effect on the proliferation of HCV genotype 2a replicon containing cells 

(figure 4.7). 

 Boceprevir was almost equipotent against all HCV genotypes analyzed and was 

safe for all replicon carrying cells (figure 4.8). The HCV subgenomic 2a proved be 

relatively less susceptible towards asunaprevir (figure 4.9). The dose-response cure 
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of asunaprevir revealed that it is toxic for all replicon cells at high concentration 

(figure 4.9).  
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Figure 4.7: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Telaprevir against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Telaprevir (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.8: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Boceprevir against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Boceprevir (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.9: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Asunaprevir against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Asunaprevir (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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4.1.4.2 In vitro antiviral activities of HCV NS4B inhibitors against HCV 

subgenomic replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a  

The anti-HCV activities of two NS4B inhibitors anguizole and clemizole 

were analyzed using the HCV subgenomic replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a. The inhibitors 

were also examined for their adverse effect which they exert on the replicon cells. 

Clemizole showed to be comparatively less effective against 4a but was found to be 

equipotent in inhibiting the proliferation of all replicon cells (figure 4.10). Anguizole 

proved be inactive at all against HCV 2a replicon (figure 4.11 A). However, all the 

replicon cells did not experience any toxic effect towards the anguizole (figure 4.11 

B).
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Figure 4.10: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Clemizole against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Clemizole (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.11: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Anguizole against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Anguizole (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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4.1.4.3 In vitro antiviral activity of HCV NS5A inhibitor against HCV 

subgenomic replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a  

The HCV NS5A inhibitor daclatasvir was assessed in vitro for the anti-HCV 

and cytotoxic effect against different HCV replicon systems. Daclatasvir (BMS-

790052) is an NS5A HCV inhibitor developed by Bristol-Myers Squibb. On august 

2014, the European Commission sanctioned Daclatasvir (trade name Daclinza) for 

treatment of HCV infection in Europe.  

The HCV subgenomic replicon 1a was relatively less susceptible towards 

daclatasvir but was found highly active against HCV 1b replicon (figure 4.12 A). 

Moreover, the proliferation of all replicon containing cells was not affected even at 

highest concentration used in the present study (figure 4.12 B).  
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Figure 4.12: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Daclatasvir against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Daclatasvir (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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4.1.4.4 In vitro antiviral activities of HCV NS5B inhibitors against HCV 

subgenomic 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a  

Comparative anti-HCV effects of a numbers of compounds targeting the 

HCV NS5B polymerase were analyzed. The HCV NS5B inhibitors included a 

nucleoside (NS5B) polymerase inhibitors sofosbuvir and a number of non-

nucleoside inhibitors (NNI) of polymerase inhibitors; benzimidazoles (JT-16), 

thiophene carboxylic acid (TCA), benzothiadiazine (Setrobuvir/ANA598) and 

benzofurans (HCV-796) which target respectively the NNI-Site A/thumb 1, NNI-

Site B/thumb 2, NNI-Site C/palm 1, and NNI-Site D/palm 2 allosteric sites of the 

enzyme (Salvatierra et al., 2013). 

The NS5B nucleoside inhibitor sofosbuvir showed to be relatively more 

potent against HCV 2a but exhibited a comparatively little activity against gt4a 

(figure 4.13 A). However, sofosbuvir was found to be more toxic to gt2a replicon 

cells (figure 4.13 B).  The thumb 1 inhibitor JT-16 proved to inhibit the replication 

of HCV gt1b replicons more effectively (figure 4.14 A). Furthermore, the thumb 2 

inhibitor TCA was inactive at all against HCV gt2a and gt4a replicons systems 

(figure 4.15 A). In contrast, the palm 1 inhibitor setrobuvir did not show any 

inhibitory only against HCV gt2a but showed a relatively poor activity against gt4a 

(figure 4.16 A). The palm 2 inhibitor HCV-796 proved to be equipotent against all 

replicons systems and was found to possess similar level of safety for all replicon 

cells (figure 4.17). 
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Figure 4.13: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Sofosbuvir against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Sofobuvir (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.14: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of JT-16 against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of JT-16 (three independent replicates).  

UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial diluted 

concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic assay. The 

Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either by 

luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. Both 

experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.15: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Thiophene Carboxylic Acid (TCA) against HCV subgenomic replicons 

1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Thiophene 

Carboxylic Acid (TCA) (three independent replicates).  UTC is untreated control 

cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial diluted concentrations of compounds used 

both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent 

viral contents of UTC (measured either by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s 

RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. Both experiments were repeated three times 

independently. 
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 Figure 4.16: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Setrobuvir against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Setrobuvir (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.17: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of HCV-796 against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of HCV-796 (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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4.1.4.5 In vitro antiviral activities of non-direct acting 

antivirals/immunomodulators against HCV subgenomic 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a  

To this panel of reference antivirals belong to the known HTAs used were 

(i) the cyclophilin binding compound Alisporivir (currently in phase III clinical 

development) (Coelmont et al., 2010) and (ii) the PI4KIIIα inhibitor AL-9 (Bianco 

et al., 2012). A set of inhibitors were included also that can be repurposed to treat 

HCV and hence cut therapeutic costs (e.g. nitazoxanide and fluvustatin) or can serve 

as potential cost-efficient alternatives to the currently marketed drugs (e.g. food 

additive epigallocatechin gallate). This panel includes the broad spectrum anti-

infective nitazoxanide (NTZ) and its active metabolite tizoxanide (TIZ) (Korba et 

al., 2008), Silymarin (Wagoner et al., 2010) a milk thistle extract and its active 

component Silibinin (Blaising et al., 2013) and the food additive epigallocatechin 

gallate (EGCG) (Roh et al., 2011) from green tea which also exhibit antiviral activity 

against HCV. Most of the non-DAA such as statins (Ulivieri and Baldari, 2014) 

nitazoxanide (Glisoni and Sosnik, 2014) silymarin (Adeyemo et al., 2013, 

Gharagozloo et al., 2013a &b) silibinin (Narayanapillai et al., 2014, Souza et al., 

2012) and EGCG (Wang et al., 2014, D'Arena et al., 2013) have been shown to play 

an immunomodulatory role in various studies.  

All the HCV subgenomic replicons examined were equally susceptible 

towards cyclophilin binding HCV inhibitor alisporivir (Debio-25) but proved to be 

relatively more safe for the gt2a replicon cell (figure 4.18). The PI4KIIIα inhibitor 

AL-9, was found to suppress the replication of all HCV replicons at a similar level, 

however, the gt2a replicon cells was relatively more prone to the cytotoxic effect of 

AL-9 (figure 4.19). 

The cholesterol-lowering agent fluvustatin was proved to be comparatively 

more active against HCV gt1b replicon (figure 4.20 A). The broad-spectrum anti-

infective nitazoxanide and its active metabolite tizoxanide did not inhibit replication 

of gt2a replicon replication but both showed to be relatively more toxic to gt2a 

replicon cell (figure 4.21 & figure 4.22). The milk thistle extract silymarin and its 

component silibinin were found to possess some anti-HCV activities against all 

HCV replicon systems analyzed but were highly toxic to all replicon cells at high 
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concentrations (figure 4.23 & figure 4.24). Likewise was found for the food additive 

epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) from green tea (figure 4.25). 

Figure 4.18: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Alisporivir against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Alisporivir (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.19: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of AL-9 against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of AL-9 (three independent replicates).  

UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial diluted 

concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic assay. The 

Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either by 

luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. Both 

experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.20: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Fluvustatin against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Fluvustatin (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.21: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Nitazoxanide against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. 

(A) Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Nitazoxanide (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.22: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Tizoxanide against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Tizoxanide (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.23: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Silymarin against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Silymarin (three independent 

replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial 

diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.24: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of Silibinin against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) 

Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of Silibinin (three independent replicates).  

UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial diluted 

concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic assay. The 

Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either by 

luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. Both 

experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.25: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of (−)-Epigallocatechin Gallate (EGCG) against HCV subgenomic replicons 

1A, 1B, 2A and 4A. (A) Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of (−)-

Epigallocatechin Gallate (EGCG) (three independent replicates).  UTC is untreated 

control cells. The X-axis shows three fold serial diluted concentrations of 

compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic assay. The Y-axis represents 

the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either by luciferase activity or level 

of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. Both experiments were repeated 

three times independently. 
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4.1.5 Intergenotypic Comparison of Effective Concentration 50 (EC50) Values 

of Reference HCV Inhibitors 

  EC50 is concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication by 

50%. Effective concentration 50 is a measure of efficacy of an antiviral compound. 

Higher the EC50 lower will be the efficacy of a compound. The CC50 is concentration 

of compound that inhibits proliferation of cells by 50%. Values of EC50 and CC50 in 

micromolar (µM) along with their standard deviation have been shown in the table 

4.1. Each experiment was repeated 2-5 times and replicates EC50 values of each 

compound were plotted on vertical scatter plot using GraphPad Prism 5 software. 

The scatter plot shows mean of the replicates and distribution of each replicate 

around the mean value (figures 4.26-4.35). The scatter plot is an easy way to study 

the comparative of potency of an inhibitor against different HCV genotypes. It also 

shows the soundness of all replicated EC50 of an inhibitor because it shows the 

distribution of replicated values around the mean. For gross comparison of different 

HCV genotypes responses towards various classes of antivirals, the collected EC50 

values for all reference inhibitors, DAA, non-DAA and non-DAA known to behave 

as immunodulators were expressed in form of boxplot (figure 4.36). 
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Figure 4.26: Scatter plots which show mean and replicated EC50 values of (A) 

telaprevir and (B) boceprevir. The Horizontal line (-) indicates mean EC50 and filled 

circles, boxes, upright and invested pyramids show distribution of independent 

replicated EC50 values around mean for replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a respectively. EC50 

is concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication by 50%.   
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Figure 4.27: Scatter plots which show mean and replicated EC50 values of (A) 

Asunaprevir and (B) Clemizole. The Horizontal line (-) indicates mean EC50 and 

filled circles, boxes, upright and invested pyramids show distribution of independent 

replicated EC50 values around mean for replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a respectively. EC50 

is concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication by 50%. 
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Figure 4.28: Scatter plots of showing mean and replicated EC50 values of (A) 

Anguizole and (B) Daclatasvir. The Horizontal line (-) indicates mean EC50 and 

filled circles, boxes, upright and invested pyramids show distribution of independent 

replicated EC50 values around mean for replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a respectively. EC50 

is concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication by 50%. 
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Figure 4.29: Scatter plots of showing mean and replicated EC50 values of (A) 

Sofosbuvir and (B) JT-16. The Horizontal line (-) indicates mean EC50 and filled 

circles, boxes, upright and invested pyramids show distribution of independent 

replicated EC50 values around mean for replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a respectively. EC50 

is concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication by 50%. 
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Figure 4.30: Scatter plots which show mean and replicated EC50 values of (A) TCA 

and (B) Setrobuvir. The Horizontal line (-) indicates mean EC50 and filled circles, 

boxes, upright and invested pyramids show distribution of independent replicated 

EC50 values around mean for replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a respectively. EC50 is 

concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication by 50%. 
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Figure 4.31: Scatter plots which show mean and replicated EC50 values of (A) HCV-

796 and (B) Alisporivir. The Horizontal line (-) indicates mean EC50 and filled 

circles, boxes, upright and invested pyramids show distribution of independent 

replicated EC50 values around mean for replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a respectively. EC50 

is concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication by 50%. 
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Figure 4.32: Scatter plots which show mean and replicated EC50 values of (A) 

Fluvustatin and (B) AL-9. The Horizontal line (-) indicates mean EC50 and filled 

circles, boxes, upright and invested pyramids show distribution of independent 

replicated EC50 values around mean for replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a respectively. EC50 

is concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication by 50%. 
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Figure 4.33: Scatter plots which show mean and replicated EC50 values of (A) 

Nitazoxanide and (B) Tizoxanide. The Horizontal line (-) indicates mean EC50 and 

filled circles, boxes, upright and invested pyramids show distribution of independent 

replicated EC50 values around mean for replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a respectively. EC50 

is concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication by 50%. 
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Figure 4.34: Scatter plots which show mean and replicated EC50 values of (A) 

Silymarin (A) and (B) Silibinin. The Horizontal line (-) indicates mean EC50 and 

filled circles, boxes, upright and invested pyramids show distribution of independent 

replicated EC50 values around mean for replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a respectively. EC50 

is concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication by 50%. 
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Figure 4.35: Scatter plots which show mean and replicated EC50 values of (A) EGCG 

and (B) Intron A. The Horizontal line (-) indicates mean EC50 and filled circles, 

boxes, upright and invested pyramids show distribution of independent replicated 

EC50 values around mean for replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a respectively. EC50 is 

concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication by 50%. 
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Figure 4.26: Graphical representation of comparative evaluation of HCV 

intergenotypic response towards various classes of inhibitors. Boxplot 

representation of the collected EC50-values for (A) all evaluated reference inhibitors, 

(B) all evaluated directly targeting antivirals (DAA),(C) all evaluated non-directly 

acting antivirals (non-DAA) and (D) all evaluated non-DAA known to have 

immunomodulatory role such as Fluvustatin, Silymarin, Silibinin, Nitazoxanide, 

Tizoxanide and Epigallocatechin Gallate (EGCG) against HCV subgenomic 

replicon 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a. 
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4.2 IN VITRO EVALUATION OF NOVEL HCV INHIBITORS 

AGAINST SUBGENOMIC REPLICONS 1A, 1B, 2A AND 4A.  

 Antiviral activities of six novel compounds represented by their respective 

codes RSHCNS5B_0003, RSHCNS5B_0014, RSHCNS5B_0015, 

RSHCNS5B_0058, RSHCNS5B_0066 and RSHCNS5B_0078 were evaluated in 

cell lines supporting stable replication of subgenomic replicons based on HCV 

genotypes 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a. These novel inhibitors are believed to bind to site 

C/palm 1 allosteric site of HCV NS5B RNA dependent polymerase because in silico 

study predicts that these compounds have binding affinity for palm 1 (unpublished 

data). Besides the anti-HCV effect, the compounds were also analyzed for their 

inhibitory effect on the cellular proliferation of cell lines harboring subgenomic 

replicons. The antiviral activity and cytotoxic effect of compounds were expressed 

in the form of dose response graphs (figures 4.37 to 4.42). The mean half maximal 

effective and cytotoxic concentrations (EC50 and CC50) of each compound were 

calculated from the individual EC50 and CC50 values obtained from the independent 

experiments (table 4.2). To find out the distribution of all EC50 values around their 

mean EC50 value of individual compound, scatter plots were designed (figures 4.43 

to 4.45).  

 The compound RCHNS5B_0003 did not any substantial anti-HCV activity 

against HCV gt2a replicon system but exhibited relatively more adverse effect on 

the proliferation of gt4a replicon cells (figure 4.37). Similarly, RCHNS5B_0014 

proved to be more potent against gt1b but showed very little potency against 2a 

(figure 4.38 A). The RCHNS5B_0015 was found to suppress the replication of HCV 

gt2a and gt4a replicons as well as proliferation of gt2a and gt4a replicons cells more 

effectively (figure 4.39). The compounds RCHNS5B_0058 and RCHNS5B_0066 

proved to be equipotent against all replicons systems evaluated in the present study 

(figure 4.40 A & figure 4.41 A). However, compound RCHNS5B_0066 was 

relatively more toxic to gt4a replicon cells (figure 4.41 B). All the HCV subgenomic 

replicons were equally susceptible towards the compounds RCHNS5B_0078 but the 

gt4a replicon cells were prone to the cytotoxic effect of this compound (figure 4.42). 
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Figure 4.37: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of RCHNS5B_0003 against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 

4A. (A) Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of RCHNS5B_0003 (three 

independent replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold 

serial diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.38: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of RCHNS5B_0014 against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 

4A. (A) Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of RCHNS5B_0014 (three 

independent replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold 

serial diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.39: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of RCHNS5B_0015 against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 

4A. (A) Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of RCHNS5B_0015 (three 

independent replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold 

serial diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.40: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of RCHNS5B_0058 against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 

4A. (A) Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of RCHNS5B_0058 (three 

independent replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold 

serial diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.41: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of RCHNS5B_0066 against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 

4A. (A) Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of RCHNS5B_0066 (three 

independent replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold 

serial diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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Figure 4.42: Graphical representation of dose-dependent antiviral and cytotoxic 

activity of RCHNS5B_0078 against HCV subgenomic replicons 1A, 1B, 2A and 

4A. (A) Antiviral activity and (B) cytotoxic effect of RCHNS5B_0078 (three 

independent replicates).  UTC is untreated control cells. The X-axis shows three fold 

serial diluted concentrations of compounds used both in antiviral assay and cytotoxic 

assay. The Y-axis represents the (A) percent viral contents of UTC (measured either 

by luciferase activity or level of replicon’s RNA) (B) percent cell growth of UTC. 

Both experiments were repeated three times independently. 
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4.2.1 Intergenotypic Comparison of Effective Concentration 50 (EC50) Values 

of Novel HCV Inhibitors 

  EC50 is concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication by 

50%. Effective concentration 50 is a measure of efficacy of an antiviral compound. 

Higher the EC50 lower will be the efficacy of a compound. The CC50 is concentration 

of compound that inhibits proliferation of cells by 50%. Values of EC50 and CC50 in 

micromolar (µM) along with their standard deviation have been shown in the table 

4.2. Each experiment was repeated 2-5 times and replicates EC50 values of each 

compound were plotted on vertical scatter plot using GraphPad Prism 5 software. 

The scatter plot shows mean of the replicates and distribution of each replicate 

around the mean value (figures 4.43 to 4.45). The scatter plot is an easy way to study 

the comparative of potency of an inhibitor against different HCV genotypes. It also 

shows the soundness of all replicated EC50 of an inhibitor because it shows the 

distribution of replicated values around the mean.  
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Table 4.2: Comparative in vitro anti-HCV activity of novel compounds 

 

Values are mean ± standard deviations of 3 independent experiments.  

ND Not detected 

  

 EC50 (µM) CC50 (µM) 

Compounds 1a 1b 2a 4a 1a 1b 2a 4a 

RSHCNS5B_0003 7 ±4.3 6 ±1.16 ND 9 ±2 >247 >247 ND 72 ±41 

RSHCNS5B_0014 93  ±7.4 35 ±8.1 >262 142 ±57 >262 >262 ND >262 

RSHCNS5B_0015 94 ±5 5 ±1 14 ± 1.6 9 ±4 189±3 179±50 >254 39 ±6 

RSHCNS5B_0058 30 ± 12 21 ±2.9 29 ±1 9 ±6 >223 >223 >223 >223 

RSHCNS5B_0066 33 ± 11 16 ±2.7 39 ±3.1 16 ±7 >229 >229 >229 186 ±21 

RSHCNS5B_0078 ND 19 ±3.7 35 ±20 12 ±6.4 ND >233 ND 37 ±7.7 
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Figure 4.43: Scatter plots which show mean and replicated EC50 values of (A) 

RCHNS5B0003 and (B) RCHNS5B0014. The Horizontal line (-) indicates mean 

EC50 and filled circles, boxes, upright and invested pyramids show distribution of 

independent replicated EC50 values around mean for replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a 

respectively. EC50 is concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication 

by 50%. 
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Figure 4.44: Scatter plots which show mean and replicated EC50 values of (A) 

RCHNS5B0015 and (B) RCHNS5B0058. The Horizontal line (-) indicates mean 

EC50 and filled circles, boxes, upright and invested pyramids show distribution of 

independent replicated EC50 values around mean for replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a 

respectively. EC50 is concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication 

by 50%. 
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Figure 4.45: Scatter plots which show mean and replicated EC50 values of (A) 

RCHNS5B0066 and (B) RCHNS5B0048. The Horizontal line (-) indicates mean 

EC50 and filled circles, boxes, upright and invested pyramids show distribution of 

independent replicated EC50 values around mean for replicons 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a 

respectively. EC50 is concentration of compound required to reduce viral replication 

by 50%. 
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4.3 ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT HCV NS4B DOMAINS FOR 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF GLOBAL CONSENSUS SEQUENCE 

Protein consensus sequence of HCV NS4B was generated for each of the 

seven genotype using CLC main workbench (figure 4.46).  Global consensus 

sequence of 701 protein sequences of NS4B was developed by aligning the 

consensus sequences of all six genotypes and a 7a sequence (figure 4.46). The bars 

represent percent conservation of amino acid residues. The “X” shows highly 

variable residues whereas conserved amino acids residues are expressed by their 

symbols. Similarly, consensus sequence was developed for HCV 3a NS4B sequence 

of Pakistani origin in order to find out sequence variability among the HCV NS4B 

sequences of different Pakistani isolates used in the study (figure 4.47). Different 

regions of global consensus sequence were analyzed for amino acids variability and 

conservation. Stretches of highly conserved amino acid residues can serve as peptide 

vaccine. Therefore, shorts peptides as shown in table 4.3 were selected from the 

conserved regions of NS4B. Phylogenetic tree of all 701 NS4B protein sequences 

was constructed using UPGMA method as shown in figure 4.48.  
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Figure 4.46: Multiple sequence alignment of NS4B protein consensus sequences of 

genotypes 1-6 and a single available NS4B protein sequence of genotype 7a. The 

global consensus sequence is shown at the base. The conserved residues are 

represented by their symbols while “X” denotes highly variable residues. Bars under 

the global consensus sequence show percent degree of amino acid conservation. 
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Figure 4.47: Multiple sequence alignment of 3a NS4B protein sequences of 

Pakistani isolates.  The consensus sequence is shown at the base. The conserved 

residues are represented by their symbols while “X” denotes highly variable 

residues. Bars under the consensus sequence show percent degree of amino acid 

conservation. 
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Table 4.3: Sequences and positions of peptides designed from the highly conserved 

regions of NS4B. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sequence and position of peptide 

S59GIQYLAGLSTLPGNP74 

F118VVSGLAGAA127 

G150ALVAFKIM158 

N170LLPAILSPGALVVGV185 

Q203WMNRLIAFASRGNHVSPTHY223 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion 

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a causative agent of hepetits C that infects 

primarily the liver (Ryan, 2004). Globally, more than 170 million are infected with 

HCV (Lavanchy et al, 2011).  About 60% to 80% of HCV infected adult leads to 

chronic infection (Saeed et al, 2012). Most of the chronic HCV infection progress 

to liver firbrosis, cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (Saeed et al, 2012). 

The standard of care (SOC) during the last decad was primarily based on pegylated 

interferon alpha and ribavirin. The therapeutic resistance could be as high as 50% 

for HCV genotype 1 (Gottwein et al, 2008). The therapeutic response of HCV 

genotype 1 infected patients has significantly increased up to 70-80% with the 

addition of two drugs Telaprevir and Boceprevir. Both of these drugs are protease 

inhibitors against HCV NS3 (non-structural proteins) when given to patients in 

combination with pegylated interferon alpha and ribavirin as a treatment regimen for 

chronic infection of genotype 1 (Jacobson et al, 2011. Poordad et al, 2011; Sherman 

et al, 2011).  

In order to resovle issue of  20-30% regimen failure, resistance development, 

side effects and genotype specific response, new anti-HCV drugs are being explored 

and most of them are in clinical trials and some have reached to advanced phases 

(He et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2005; Sarrazin and Zeuzem 2010; Tong 

et al., 2006; Tong et al., 2008; Saeed et al., 2012; Gane et al., 2012). Direct acting 

antivirals (DAAs) that are still used in combination with IFN and/or ribavirin are 

either protease inhibitors such as telaprevir, boceprevir or simeprevir (available as 

Incivek, Victrelis and Olysio respectively) or a nucleotide NS5B polymerase 

inhibitor sofosbuvir (available as Sovaldi®) (Petta and Craxì 2015). Recently, the 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved the combination, sofosbuvir 

with the NS5A inhibitor ledipasvir (this combination is available under the name 

Harvoni®), to treat patients infected with HCV (Petta and Craxì 2015).  

There are seven HCV genotypes showing ~30% variability in their genetic 

sequences (Simonds et al., 2005). Outcomes of treatment based on interferon 

alpha/ribavirin are significantly influenced by the genotypes of infecting HCV 

(Zeuzemm 2008). The direct acting antivirals (DAAs) are selective inhibitors 
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designed to target different HCV proteins. Mostly efficacy of the DAA has been 

analyzed in vitro against HCV genotype 1 replicon systems and their clinical trials 

have been performed in patients infected with HCV genotype 1 (Li et al., 2014), so 

there is a need to evaluate their potential against other HCV genotypes as well.  

The current study was designed to compare side-by-side of the in vitro anti-

HCV activity of different classes of HCV inhibitors (both DAA and non-

DAA/immunomodulators) against genotypes 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a (using the respective 

subgenomic replicons). To this panel belong a plethora of compounds either 

approved for the treatment of HCV infections or in (clinical) development or 

compounds that have been approved for other indications (such as the cholesterol 

lowering statins) but that exhibit also anti-HCV activity or molecules as well as a 

number of compounds for which anti-HCV activity has been reported and that may 

be further explored for this indication. Most of the non-DAA such as statins (Ulivieri 

and Baldari, 2014) nitazoxanide (Glisoni and Sosnik, 2014) silymarin (Adeyemo et 

al., 2013; Gharagozloo et al., 2013 a & b) silibinin (Narayanapillai et al., 2014; 

Souza et al., 2012) and EGCG (Wang et al., 2014; D'Arena et al., 2013) have been 

shown to play an immunomodulatory role in various studies.  

A panel of of two FDA approved protease inhibitors (telaprevir and 

boceprevir) and asunaprevir (in advance phase of clinical trial) were assessed in the 

present study for their genotype specific antiviral effect. Subgenomic replicon 2a 

was most responsive genotype towards the Telaprevir with an EC50 of 1.9 µM.  

Inhibitory effect of Telaprevir against 1a replicon was 2.53 fold lower than that of 

2a replicon (table 4.1, figure 4.27 A).  Teleprevir inhibits replication of 4a replicon 

with 19.47 times EC50 of 2a replicon. The reported EC50 of teleprevir for subgenomic 

replicon 1a is 1.25 µM which is 2.6 times higer than that of the present study 

(Robinson et al., 2010). Variation in EC50 might be as result of different lab 

protocols (e.g. Robinson et al. seeded 2000 cells/well in 384 wells plate wherase in 

the present study the cells were seeded in the 96 wells plate at a density of 2000 cells 

per well). In the same study it has been reported that teleprevir is less effective 

against 1b replicon than 1a replicon as the current report here. However a very 

similar potency of telaprevir against JFH1-based 1a(H77) 5’UTR-NS5A 

recombinant has been described in another study (Li et al., 2014). Lower potency of 

telaprevir against 4a replicon and JFH1-based 4a(ED43) 5’UTR-NS5A recombinant 

has been reported earlier in vitro (Peng et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014). Li et al reports 
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that genotype 2a is less sensitive to telaprevir compared to 1a. In present study, the 

relatively high level of telaprevir potency against 2a replicon might be due to high 

level of toxic effect of telaprevir on the proliferation of 2a replicon cells.  

Boceprevir was equipotent against 1a and 2a replicon. Likewise, both 1b and 

4a Replicon have comparable levels of response towards Boceprevir (table 4.1, 

figure 4.27 B). These are in line with data published earlier by Li et al and Ping et 

al (Peng et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014). In contrast to Telaprevir and Asunaprevir, 

Boceprevir proved to be relatively safer for all replicon cells with CC50 higher than 

33 µM (table 4.1). 

Asunaprevir was the most potent inhibitor of HCV among the protease 

inhibitors used in the study. The EC50 values of Asunaprevir against subgenomic 

replicon 1a, 1b and 4a were extremely comparable (table 4.1, figure 4.28 A). 

However, 2a replicon was the least sensitive towards Asuanprevir with highest EC50 

value. Relatively lower potency (EC50 = 0.164 µM) of Asunaprevir against full 

length 2a(J6/JFH1) virus has been described earlier (Li et al., 2014). Asunaprevir is 

toxic to the Huh-Lunet cells harboring 2a and 4a replicons with CC50 of 29 and 31 

micromolars respectively (table 4.1).  

Clemizole and anguizole, two NS4B inhibitors were evaluated for their 

comparative antiviral activities. Clemizole is equally effective on all HCV replicon 

system. However, 1b replicon is relatively more susceptible to clemizole as indicated 

by low EC50 value and high CC50 values (table 4.1, figure 4.28 B). Proliferation of 

1a and 4a replicons cells were greatly affected by clemizole compared to other two 

replicon cells. There is no significant difference between EC50 and CC50 values of 

clemizole against 1a and 4a replicons and replicons harboring cells. So the 

replication inhibition of these replicons is in part because of their cellular toxicity of 

caused by clemizole. The ealier EC50 value against full length 2a(J6/JFH1) virus 

reported earlier was 8 µM which is lower than the currently reported data i.e. 26 µM 

(Einav et al., 2010). The use of different in vitro cell culture systems may account 

for the difference in the observed EC50 values. In the present the study J6/JFH based 

subgenomic 2a replicon system expressing firefly luciferase was used whereas lower 

EC50 value observed by Eniva et al was against the full length 2a(J6/JFH1) 

eonconding renilla luciferase.  

Anguizole, an inhibitor of NS4B dimerization/multimerization, has 

comparable activity against 1a and 1b but is not effective against 2a even at 
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concentration of 100 µM. Susceptibility of 4a to anguizole is 4.7 fold lower than 1b 

(table 4.1, figure 4.29 A). Reported EC50 values of anguizole against HCV genotype 

1b are 310 and 454 nanomolars (Choi et al., 2013; Bryson et al., 2010). Different 

factors such as replicon system, antiviral assay and duration of assay might 

contribute to the variation in the anti-HCV potency of anguizole with the reported 

data. Bryson et al seeded 5000-10000 cells per well of 1b Con1 replicon and 

measured luciferase activity after 48 hours of anguizole addition whereas Choi et al 

used Con1 derived Bart79I replicon and determined EC50 through colony formation 

assay. Colony formation assay performed by Choi et al involved mixing of vitro 

transcribed wild-type Bart79I RNAs (5µg) with 6 X 106 Huh7 cells in RNase-free 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) followed by transfer in to cuvette and 

electophoration. Electrophorated cells were culture in 6 wells plate after dilution in 

culture medium. Following 48 hours incubation medium was supplemented with 

anguizole together with 0.75 g/ml of G418. Selection medium was refreshed after 3 

days for 3 weeks. After Geniticin selection, plates were added with 1 % crystal violet 

in 20 % ethanol following PBS washing and were incubated for 5 min. After washing 

with water, colonies on plates were counted and were expressed as colonies/µg of 

electophorated replicon RNA. The EC50 was measured as concentration of anguizole 

that reduced 50% of colony formation with respect to population of colonies formed 

on the untreated controle plates (Culture plates without anguizole supplemented 

medium).   

Daclatasvir is a highly potent NS5A inhibitor with anti-HCV activity in 

picomolar (pM) concentration. Daclatasvir (brand name Daklinza) has been 

approved by Erupean Commission in Agust 2014 for treatment of HCV genotypes 

1, 2, 3 and 4 infected patients. Daclatasvir has comparable activity against 

subgenomic replicon 1b and 4a (table 4.1, figure 4.29 B). However, 1a and 2a 

replicons are relatively less responsive to Daclatasvir with highest EC50 value against 

1a replicon. Low susceptibility of 1a to Daclatasvir has been reported earlier (Fridell 

et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012). Relatively low susceptibility of HCV 1a genotype 

has been reported in multiple-ascending dose (MAD) monotherapy study of HCV 

genotype 1 chronic infection (Fridell et al., 2011). Genotype 1a replicon require 

higher dose and longer duration than 1b replicon to clear 1a replicon cells reported 

by Wang et al. Daclatasvir in combination with Sofobuvir has been shown to 
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produce 92% sustained virologic response (SVR) in genotype 2 infected patients as 

opposed to 98% SVR in patients with genotype 1 infection (Asselah, 2014). This 

support our finding that 2a replicon is less sensitive to Daclatasvir as compared 1b 

replicon.  

The antiviral effect of five NS5B inhibitors was explored in the present 

study. The intergenotypic effects of NS5B inhibitors were highly variable. Among 

the polymerase inhibitors sofosbuvir and HCV-796 were found to be the most potent 

and effective on all genotype. Sofosbuvir (GS-7977) exhibits similar potency against 

1a and 1b replicons (table 4.1, figure 4.30 A). Genotype 2a replicon was the most 

responsive genotype towards the Sofosbuvir. This might be because of high 

cytotoxic effect of Sofosbuvir on the cells harboring of 2a replicon. Sofosbuvir is 

3.3 fold less active against genotype 4a compared to 1b replicon system. Peng et al 

(2012) and M.Yu et al (2013) report a lower EC50 value for sofobuvir which may be 

attributed to the different experimental setup i.e. replicon systems, cell lines and 

antiviral assays. Peng et al used GT1b RlucNeo and GT4a RlucNeo replicon systems 

expressing renilla luciferase whereas in the present study antiviral assay was 

performed with Con1 1b replicon expressing fire fly luciferase and 4a replicon 

(pGT4aED43SG) without luciferase. Yu et al used transient transfection of 

GT1bRluc replicon in Huh-7-dervied 1C cell line while in the present study Huh 5-

2 cells harboring stably replicating Con1 1b replicon were used. The differential 

effect of antivirals in different cell lines derived from Huh-7 has been shown earlier 

(Paeshuyse et al., 2008).  

Among the non-nucleoside inhibitors used in the present study, Palm II 

inhibitor HCV-796 was the most potent. Subgenomic replicon 1b was the sensitive 

towards the HCV-796 with an EC50 value of 30 nanomolars which is in line with 

already reported EC50 values (Yu et al., 2013, Paeshuyse et al., 2008). Genotype 1a 

replicon is 2 fold less susceptible towards HCV-796 than 1b replicon (table 4.1, 

figure 4.32 A). Similar finding has been reported earlier (Robinson et al., 2010). The 

potency of HCV-796 against 2a and 4a subgenomic replicons proved to be 8.33 and 

7 folds lower than agsint 1b replicon respectively. Lower sensitivity of 4a replicon 

than 1b replicon towards HCV-796 has been described before (Peng et al., 2012). 

Non-nucleoside thumb 1 inhibitor JT-16 benzimidazole is highly active 

against 1b replicon with an EC50 of value of 1.2 micromolars (table 4.1, figure 4.30 

B). Very similar values have been reported in earlier studies (Paeshuyse et al., 2008; 
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Delang et al., 2012). The least susceptible replicon towards JT-16 is 2a with 6 folds 

lower EC50 value than EC50 of 1b replicon. Furthermore, JT-16 is toxic at highest 

concentration used in the study. Genotype 2a replicon cells was more vulnerable to 

the cytotoxic effect of JT-16 benzimidazole.    

Genotype 1a replicon is highly susceptible to benzothiadiazine, Setrobuvir 

(ANA598) which has binding affinity to palm 1 site of NS5B. The potency of 

setrobuvir against 1b replicon is 20 fold lower than against 1b (table 4.1, figure 4.31 

B). Setrobuvir is not active against 2a replicon even at 33 micromolars concentration 

while a very high EC50 of 13 micromolars was observed for 4a replicon. Setrobuvir 

was found very safe for all replicons cells with CC50 greater than 33 micromolars 

concentration. The insensitivity of 2a and lower susceptibility of 4a replicons 

towards Setrobuvir might be because of presence of natural variants M414G/V, 

C451T/V, Y555A at sites of known Setrobuvir resistance mutations (M414L/T, 

C451R, Y555Y) (Aloia et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2008) and a natural known 

resistance S556G mutation.  

Thiophene carboxylic acid (TCA) binds to the allosteric site 2/thumb II of 

HCV NS5B polymerse. The TCA had high potency against 1b replicon with an EC50 

of 0.13 µM which coincides with earlier reported EC50 values for 1b replicon 

(Paeshuyse et al., 2008; Delang et al., 2012). Activity of TCA against 1a replicon is 

8.46 fold lower than against 1b (table 4.1, figure 4.31 A). However, TCA is not 

active against 2a and 4a replicons even at 100 and 33 micromolar concentrations 

respectively due to the presence of natural resistance polymorphisms (I482L and 

V494A in 2a and I482L in 4a)  (Salvatierra et al., 2013). In the present study a 

quasispecies resistance mutation to TCA, I71V, was detected during clonal 

sequencing of 2a subgenomic replicon. The frequency of I71V is very low i.e. 1 in 

39 clones carry this mutation. All replicons cells experienced happy growth in of 33 

micromolars of TCA.  

Anti-HCV activities of non-direct acting antivirals (non-DAA) vary among 

different genotypes. Cyclophilin binding molecule, Aliporivir (DEB025/Debio 025) 

has been shown to have anti-HCV activity both in vitro and in vivo (Coelmont et al., 

2010). All subgenomic replicons used in the present study have comparable 

suscetibilty to Alisporivir (table 4.1, figure 4.32 B). An EC50 of 30 nM was obtained 

for 1b replicon which is in accord with already described values (Paeshuyse et al., 
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2008; Coelmont et al., 2010). Aliporivir is toxic to 1a and 4a replicons cells at 33 

µM concentration.  

A member of 4-anilino quinazoline, AL-9 has been shown to have anti-HCV 

activity by inhibiting type III phosphatidylinositol 4-kinases alpha (PI4KIIIα) 

(Bianco et al., 2012). AL-9 is active against all replicons with relatively low potency 

against 1a replicon. The EC50 of AL-9 for 1a replicon is 3.6 fold greater than that of 

1b replicon (table 4.1, figure 4.33 B). The AL-9 EC50 values of 1b and 2a replicons 

perfectly match with values described by Bianco et al. Proliferation of cells stably 

expressing 2a replicon is higly affected by the cytotoxic effect of AL-9. A CC50 value 

of 4 µM was determined for 2a replicon. For other relicons cells the CC50 values are 

higher than 20 µM.  

Fluvastatin known for treatment of hypercholesterolemia is an inhibitor of 3-

hydroxyl-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A (HMG CoA) reductase. Statin has been 

described earlier to have anti-HCV activity against 1b replicon (Ikeda et al., 2006; 

Delang et al., 2009) and full length 2a (JFH-1 and JFH-1/CS-N6) virus (Amemiya 

et al., 2008; Delang et al., 2009). Fluvustatin does not inhibit replication of 2a 

replicon because EC50 of fluvustatin is higher than CC50 which exhibits that 

suppression of replicon results from the cellular toxicity of 2a replicon cells. The 

suppression rate of 1a and 4a replicon is comparable (table 4.1, figure 4.33 A). 

Genotype 1b replicon was found the most susceptible towards fluvustatin. Similar 

potency of fluvustatin against 1b replicon has been shown before (Delang et al., 

2009).  

Broad spectrum anti-infective thizolide, nitazoxanide (NTZ) and its active 

tizoxanide (TIZ) have been demonstrated earlier to suppress replication of HBV and 

HCV (Korba et al., 2008). In the present study neither nitazoxanide (NTZ) nor 

tizoxanide (TIZ) is effective against 2a replicon. Both nitazoxanide (NTZ) and 

tizoxanide (TIZ) have similar anti-HCV activities against 1a and 4a replicons. 

Subgenomic replicon 1b responds equally to nitazoxanide (NTZ) and tizoxanide 

(TIZ) with relatively high EC50 value (table 4.1, figure 4.34 A and B). The EC50 

values of both nitazoxanide (NTZ) and tizoxanide (TIZ) for 1a and 1b replicons 

determined in the current study are considerably higher than reported by Korba et al 

reported in 2008. Korba et al determined EC50 of nitazoxanide (NTZ) and tizoxanide 

(TIZ) that ranges 0.15-0.33 µM for 1b replicon and 1a full length construct. The 

difference in the observed and reported EC50 values might be attributed to the use of 
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different antiviral assay. Korba et al studied antiviral effect of nitazoxanide (NTZ) 

and tizoxanide (TIZ) by analyzing intracellular HCV RNA through quantitative 

northern blot hybridization following addition of compounds.  

Silymarin (milk thistle extract) and its major component silibinin have been 

described earlier to inhibit HCV infection in vitro and in vivo. Both silymarin and 

silibinin do not inhibit replication of 1a and 2a replicon because their EC50 and CC50 

are equivalent. This is in accord with previous report showing that silymarin does 

not suppress replication in 1a and 2a replicon cells (Wagoner et al., 2010). Silymarin 

and silibinin has limited but comparable activity against 1b and 4a replicons (table 

4.1, figure 4.35 A and B). The current analysis supports previous findings that 

silymarin and silibinin impede entry of HCV but do not affect replication of HCV 

replions (Wagoner et al., 2010).  

Epigallocatechin 3-gallate also known as (−)-epigallocatechin gallate 

(EGCG) is a flavonoid found in green tea abundantly. Among all HCV replicons 

used in the present study, 1b and 4a show limited response towards EGCG (table 

4.1, figure 4.36 A). Previous reports also show inhibitory role of EGCG at different 

steps of HCV life cycle (Chen et al., 2012; Fukazawa et al., 2012).  Interferon α is a 

potent inhibitor of all except 1a subgenomic replicon (table 4.1, figure 4.36 B).  

Overall no gross difference between different genotypes was observed when 

comparing all the EC50 values obtained (figure 3.7 A). However, DAA proved to 

have lower EC50 values as compared to the non-DAA and panel of 

immunomodulators (figure 3.9 A, B and C). 

In conclusion we report on a comparative study of a representative panel of 

HCV inhibitors [that are either directly (via viral proteins) or indirectly (via host cell 

factors) inhibiting viral replication] against HCV genotypes 1a, 1b, 2a and 4a. For 

most genotypes similar antiviral activities were obtained for the selected panel of 

antiviral agents. Although some differences where observed that could either be 

explained by: i) most likely differences in replication fitness (Madan et al., 2014) or 

ii) as for TCA and HCV-796 the presence of natural resistance polymorphisms in 

the replicon. Drugs also known to have immunomodulatory effect and to treat other 

etiologies (such as fluvustatin and nitazoxanide) and food additives (eg. EGCG) 

proved much less active (sometimes inactive) compared to the DAA and HTA (host 

targeting antivirals). Given the recent initiative of Gilead sciences to produce 
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sofosbuvir as a generic drug in developing countries one might ask if it is still 

necessary to search for cheaper alternatives or to repurpose approved drugs. 

Besides the refence panel of HCV inhbitors, a panel of six novel compounds 

was also evaluated against different replicons used for the refence panel. These 

compounds are predicted to have binding affinity for site C/palm 1 allosteric site of 

HCV NS5B RNA dependent polymerase (unpublished data). Compound 

RSHCNS5B_0003 demonstrated comparable activity against 1a, 1b and 4a (table 

4.2 and figure 4.44 A). Genotype 1b was found to exhibit 1.8-18.8 fold more 

response towards RSHCNS5B_0015 than genotypes evaluated in the study (table 

4.2 and figure 4.45 A). Compounds RSHCNS5B_0058 and RSHCNS5B_0066 

revealed to possess anti-HCV activity against all HCV replicons with relatively 

higher potency towards 4a (table 4.2, figure 4.45 B and figure 4.46 A). Genotype 2a 

did not any respone to RSHCNS5B_0014 even at highest concentration (table 4.2) 

however, 1b was 2.7-4 fold more susceptible than 1a and 4a. In conclusion, 

RSHCNS5B_0058 and RSHCNS5B_0066 which exhibits pangenotypic effect in the 

present study, need further development to synthesize their more potent analogues. 

Inhibitor RSHCNS5B_0003 also need further improvement to enhance its antiviral 

activity and to reduce its adverse effect. 

Owing to its multi-functionality and role in the induction of membranous 

webs, NS4B is a new target for the development of antivirals. So there is a need to 

generate a global consensus sequence of NS4B across all HCV genotypes that can 

serve as potential targets for the development of vaccines and antiviral therapies. 

This can be achieved by aligning available protein sequences of NS4B of different 

HCV genotypes. Aim of the current study is to develop a global consensus sequence 

of NS4B protein based on the individual consensus sequences of seven HCV 

genotypes and further analysis of different NS4B domains for variability and/or 

conservation. Furthermore, a phylogenetic tree was constructed in order to analyze 

the evolutionary association of NS4B sequences of Pakistani isolates.  

 Little is known about the functions of ER-anchored NS4B and 

phosphorylated form of NS5A both are critical players in the genome replication of 

HCV (Bilght et al., 2011). The NS4B is anchored in the ER membrane through its 

four transmembrane domains whereas, the N and C-terminal domains are 
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presumably localized towards the cytosolic side of ER membrane (Bilght et al., 

2011).The NS4B protein is comprised of three distinct regions; an N-terminal 

domain (NTD), transmembrane domain (TMD) and a C-terminal domain (CTD) 

(Lundin et al., 2003; Elazar et al., 2004; Aligo et al., 2009;  Gouttenoire et al., 2007 

a,b).  

The NTD is 1-79 aa long and contains two amphipathic alpha-helices (AH1 

and AH2) (Elazar et al., 2004; Gouttenoire et al., 2007 a). The AH1 (encompassing 

6-29 aa) is presumed to interact with ER membrane through its hydrophobic side. 

Disrupting the helical structure of AH1 is associated with the loss of NS4B ability 

to form membranous web and replication complex (Elazar et al., 2004). The AH2 

(42-66 aa long) also mediates ER membrane interaction of NS4B and is critical for 

the oligomeriaztion of NS4B (Lundin et al., 2003; Elazar et al., 2004). The global 

consensus sequence analysis shows that N-terminal domain is comparatively more 

variable. However, the second AH2 is relatively more conserved highlighting its role 

in the ER membrane association and oligomerization of NS4B. The last portion of 

NTD (59-74aa) has been found to be well conserved among different HCV 

genotypes.  Most of the mutated residues in AH2 and in the last part of NTD exhibit 

similar physiochemical properties with the wild types which has been reported 

earlier (Gouttenoire et al., 2007 a). Moreover, the replacement of the aromatic 

residues W50, W55, F57, and Y63 of AH2, belived to  play an essential role in ER 

membrane interface interaction, with alanine (A) abrogates formation of 

membranous web and viral replication (Gouttenoireet al., 2007 a). These residues 

were found to have high degree of conservation across different HCV genotypes 

(figure 4.47). 

The central region of NS4B consists of four transmembrane domains (TMD1 

to TMD4). Besides its functions as ER membrane anchoring of NS4B, the 

tranmsmbrane domains are implicated recruitment of viral and host proteins to the 

replication complex and the formation of NS4B foci/membranous web. The TMD2 

and TMD3 contain dimerization motif GlyXXXGly (GXXXG), a common feature 

of TMD helices (Han et al., 2011). Mutation of glycine in dimerization motif such 

as G125A/L and G129L is associated with in vitro suppression of HCV replication 

(Han et al., 2011). Our global consensus sequence shows that all amino acid residues 
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of TMD2 dimerization motif (G125AAVG129) are highly conserved except V128I  

subsitution in genotype 1 and 3. Among the surrounding residues (F118 and V128) 

of TMD2 dimerization contributing to hydrogen bond interaction (Adamian et al., 

2001; Langosch et al., 2009),  F118 was found to be highly conserved across all 

genotypes as shown in figure 4.47. However, V128I substitution might support the 

fact that V128A mutation has negligible effect on the JFH1 replication as described 

previously (Han et al., 2011). The dimerization motif G143YGAG147 of TMD3 was 

found to be 100% conserved among all HCV genotypes.The closest F155 residue is 

also well conserved suggesting its importance in the hydrogen (H) bond interactions 

in TMD3.  

The Ser/Thr (S/T) cluster-like dimerization motif of TMD1 promotes helical 

interaction through hydrogen bond of hydroxyl group in the side chain of Ser and/or 

Thr (Dawson et al., 2002; Langosch et al., 2009).The NS4B consensus sequence 

alignment reveals that some amino acid residues T87, S88 and T95 of Ser/Thr cluster 

required for the HCV replication (Han et al., 2011) are well conserved. However, 

T94Qwas found be the most prevalent among the serine and threonine residues of 

Ser/Thr (S/T) cluster-like dimerization motif. The S83A mutation that supresses 

HCV replication in vitro (Han et al., 2011) was not found; however some HCV 

genotypes harbor S83T subsitution. 

The C-terminal domain (CTD) of NS4B consist of two putative α-helices, 

represented by residues ~201 to 212 and ~228 to 253, respectively (Gouttenoire et 

al., 2009 b). The consensus sequence analysis shows that CTD has comparatively 

high degree of conservation. The hydrophobic leucine (L) residue at positions 237, 

240, 246 and 249 has been implicated in an ER membrane interaction of NS4B 

(Gouttenoireet al., 2009 b), protein-protein interaction (Yu et al., 2006) or protein-

RNA interactions (Egger et al., 2002) and is required for viral replication of HCV. 

Mutation of these leucines (L) to alanine (A) impairs membrane association of NS4B 

and replication of HCV (Gouttenoire et al., 2009 b).  Our NS4B consensus sequence 

analysis reveals L237, L240 and L245 are highly conserved. However, L246I and 

L249V substitution were found in the NS4B of genotype 7. Both isoleucine and 

valine like leucine are hydrophobic in nature supporting the fact that these are 

involved in the vital activities associated with NS4B. The positively charged 
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residues K247, R248 and H250 in CTD interact with the negative head groups of 

lipids of ER membrane are required for HCV replication (Liefhebber et al., 2009).  

Subsitution of these positively charged with a negatively charged glutamic acid 

(K247E/R248E/H250E) severly affect membrane association of NS4B and hence 

replication of HCV (Liefhebber et al., 2009).The consensus sequence analysis shows 

that these positively charged residues are highly conserved but genotype 7 carries 

H250L subsitution. Yu et al suggested that membrane association of NS4B is 

mediated by palmitoylation on cysteines 257 and 261 (Yu et al., 2006). Our 

consensus sequence analysis illustrates that residue at 257 is highly variable and 

represented by “X” in global consensus sequence as shown in figure 4.47. However, 

C261 is well conserved across all HCV genotypes. It has been determined that 

C257S and C261S subsitutions do not influence localization of the NS4B-CTD 

(Liefhebberet al., 2009). This might be an explanation for the variability of Cysteine 

257.   

In the middle of NS4B, there are two nucleotide binding motifs (NBMs), A 

motif and B motif characterized by conserved elements GXXXXGK and DXXA 

respectively (Gorbalenya and Koonin, 1989; Sklan et al., 2006). It has been shown 

mutations of NBM motifs residues impair GTP binding and hydrolysis ability of 

NS4B as well as inhibit viral replication (Sklan et al., 2006). This suggests that 

NBMs bind to RNA during HCV replication. The consensus sequence analysis of 

NS4B elucidates residue G129 and G134 of motif A (G129SIGLGK135) and D228 of 

motif B (D228ASA231) are highly conserved, however, K135 was found mutated with 

a similar positively charged residue, arginine in genotypes 3, 5 and 6. The A231 of 

motif was found subsituted by three different residues, Q, R and K in genotypes 3, 

6 and 7 respectively.    

During the NS4B consensus sequence alignment a rooted phylogenetic tree 

ofall 701 NS4B sequences was constructed using UPGMA method as shown in 

figure 4.49. The phylogenetic analysis of NS4B shows that root of the tree bifurcate 

in to two branches one lead to evolution of 3a (AED87022.1/Pak), second branch 

bifurcate further and from one wing arises 7a (EF108306) and from second wing 

evolved genotypes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and their subtypes except 3a (AED87022.1/Pak). 

The phylogenetic analysis of NS4B shows that NS4B sequences of 3a Pakistani 
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isolates do not clustered together and each has an evolutionary association with 

NS4B sequences of genotype 3 isolates reported from different countries. The 

phylogenetic analysis suggests that NS4B sequences of 3a isolates from Pakistan 

have high degree of sequence variability and hence are evolutionary distant from 

each other as shown in figure 4.48.  

Our consensus sequence analysis of HCV NS4B suggests that there are 

certain stretches of amino acid in NTD, TMD and CTD which are involved in 

membrane association, anchoring, formation of replication complex and viral 

replication are highly conserved. These stretches of conserved residues can be used 

for the testing and development of peptide vaccine. Furthermore information about 

the conserved regions of NS4B could be very helpful for the development of 

antiviral compounds. The phylogenetic analysis and sequence alignment of NS4B 

suggests that there is high degree of sequence variability among the NS4B sequences 

of different 3a isolates reported from Pakistan and evolutionary are not clustered 

together in the tree. 
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